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Abstract
Extraversion and neuroticism are associated with alcohol use problems in university.
Students higher in extraversion have heavier alcohol use, while neuroticism is not consistently
associated with alcohol use. This study examined the hypothesis that students higher in
neuroticism may drink in anticipation of stressors, namely tests and assignments, using archival
data taken from the University Life Study, a longitudinal study assessing alcohol use across four
years of university, with daily diary bursts each semester. Students higher in extraversion had
heavier alcohol use and had increased alcohol use problems. Neuroticism was not associated
with drinking outcomes, drinking before a test or assignment, or alcohol problems. Students
lower in extraversion, or higher in introversion, who consumed relatively more alcohol before
tests and assignments had more alcohol use problems at the end of university. Drinking alcohol
in anticipation of stressors can increase alcohol dependence risk for students lower in
extraversion.
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Personality and Daily Alcohol Use Across University: Interactions with Academically
Intense Events Predicting Alcohol Use Problems
Alcohol use is ubiquitous on university and college campuses, with 84% of
college students reporting consumed alcohol in Canada, and 35% of students reporting
they engaged in binge drinking in a two-week period (American College Health
Association, 2016). 81% of students at United States colleges and universities drink
alcohol per year, with between 31% reporting they engaged in binge drinking in the
previous week (American College Health Association, 2017). Being a part of a heavy
drinking university culture is associated with increased negative consequences during
university, such as damage to relationships and inability to function in daily
responsibilities (Johnsson, Leifman, & Berglund, 2008; Huckle, Pledger, & Casswell,
2005). These alcohol-related problems and behaviours are likely to persist beyond
graduation (Casswell, Pledger, & Pratap, 2002). Students who engage in binge drinking
are much more likely to have alcohol-related consequences, such as missing classes, selfinjury, and getting into trouble with police, when compared to individuals who do not
engage in binge drinking (Wechsler, Dowdall, Maenner, Gledhill-Hoyt, & Lee, 1998).
Even with the prevalence of heavy alcohol use on campus, the vast majority of students
decrease their alcohol use after university (Staff, Greene, Maggs, & Schoon, 2013). Most
of these students do not go on to develop an alcohol use disorder in adulthood. The
prevalence of alcohol use disorders in university students is around 6% (Knight et al.,
2002), and around 5% in adulthood (Rehm et al., 2015). Many students use alcohol in
hazardous ways, but do not necessarily develop an alcohol use disorder. This implies that
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there are fundamental differences between those students who do go on to develop an
alcohol use disorder, and those who do not.
Two theorized pathways towards alcohol abuse, the externalizing pathway and
internalizing pathway (Hussong, Jones, Stein, Baucom, & Boeding, 2011), and the
potential influences within each of those pathways, will be discussed. These pathways are
characterized by particular motivations to drink alcohol, and certain personality traits are
more associated with these motivations (Cox & Klinger, 1988). The effects of the
personality traits of extraversion and neuroticism (Costa & McCrae, 1992) on drinking
behaviour in university will be discussed, as these traits consist of drinking motivations
and behaviours that align with the externalizing and internalizing pathways respectively.
These two personality traits have been linked to hazardous alcohol use (Grekin, Sher, &
Wood, 2006), and differential long-term drinking outcomes (Hakulinen et al., 2015).
Specifically, students higher in neuroticism tend to have increased likelihood of
developing an alcohol use disorder, but do not consume more alcohol than others
(Mezquita, Stewart, & Ruipérez, 2010). Second, the role of stressful academic events in
alcohol use will be discussed, and the role of personality in coping with the stress of
academic events.
The proposed research plans to investigate the relationship between personality,
academic stressors, daily drinking behaviour and eventual drinking problems. To
investigate this relationship, I will be using longitudinal data drawn from the University
Life Study, conducted at Pennsylvania State University (Patrick, Maggs, & Osgood,
2010; Patrick & Maggs, 2009). This study followed undergraduates for four years, with
bursts of 14-day daily diaries in each of seven semesters over their university years. I
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hypothesize that students higher in neuroticism will be more likely to drink alcohol the
day before an exam, and this will lead to an increase in alcohol problems at the end of the
study, when compared to those low in neuroticism. Students high in extraversion will be
more likely to drink alcohol, regardless of whether there is an exam the next day. These
results with determine differences between individuals that are within the externalizing or
the internalizing pathway.
Consequences of Alcohol Use
Alcohol is the most used substance among adolescents and adults (Center for
Behavioural Health Statistics and Quality, 2016; Spijkerman, Knibbe, Knoops, van de
Mheen, & van den Eijinden, 2007; Gatin, 2005). Alcohol is often the first drug that
individuals end up using, due to its social acceptability and widespread availability
(Kirby & Barry, 2012). Alcohol is the most common substance that is indicated in
substance use disorders in Canada (Tjepkema, 2004). Alcohol use disorder is defined as a
pattern of alcohol use leading to severe impairment, causing distress. Alcohol use
disorder is characterized by a cluster of behaviours categorized by impaired control,
social impairment, risky alcohol use, increased alcohol tolerance and alcohol withdrawal
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Clinical diagnosis of alcohol use disorder is
not necessarily tied to heavy drinking, but rather to the individual’s behaviours in relation
to their alcohol use. For example, university students frequently engage in heavy episodic
drinking without signs of clinical distress, and most do not meet criteria for an alcohol
use disorder diagnosis.
In addition to the well-known negative physiological consequences linked to
disordered alcohol use (e.g., liver failure, cardiovascular disease, cancer; Hensing, 2012;
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Anderson & Baumberg, 2006; Babor et al., 2003; Rehm et al., 2009; Rehm et al., 2003),
alcohol consumption is associated with depression and anxiety (Alati et al., 2004), with
evidence supporting that heavy alcohol involvement increases the likelihood of acquiring
a major depressive disorder (Boden & Fergusson, 2011). Alcohol dependence is
comorbid with a variety of mental illnesses, such as obsessive-compulsive disorders,
anxiety disorder, affective disorders, schizophrenia, and suicide (Regier et al., 1990; Roy
& Linnoila, 1986). Due to the large number of negative health consequences that result
from heavy alcohol use, research into the reasons and risks for long term alcohol use is
needed to limit the economic and health costs to the public.
Alcohol use is strongly related to many antisocial, criminal, or self-harming
behaviours. Early alcohol use is associated with antisocial behaviours, aggression,
decreases in mood, and poor social functioning (Johnson, Cloninger, Roache, Bordnick,
& Ruiz, 2000). Increases in alcohol use are associated with a decrease in academic
performance, such as poorer grades and missing classes (Perkins, 2002a). Early onset of
alcohol use is associated with increased likelihood of future alcohol dependence, and
adolescent delinquency (Mason et al., 2010). Alcohol dependence is associated with
suicide; alcohol use often precedes a suicide attempt (Kaplan et al., 2014), and is
associated with an increased likelihood to attempt suicide (Gonzalez & Hewell, 2012),
even in adolescence (Schilling, Aseltine, Glanovsky, James, & Jacobs, 2009). Alcohol
use is also a factor in violent crimes, such as assault, homicide, burglary, and sexual
assault (Martin, 2001). The behavioural consequences of heavy alcohol use are severe,
especially in the university context. Given the numerous health and social problems
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caused by hazardous alcohol use, determining the factors that increase the likelihood of
students’ hazardous alcohol use is an important research target.
Aside from the long-term health consequences of heavy alcohol use, there are
acute consequences that most people will experience from alcohol use. These
consequences are usually a direct result of intoxication, rather than symptoms of
dependence. The direct consequences are typically physiological, such as nausea,
memory loss, and hangovers (Kuntsche, Kuntsche, Thrul, & Gmel, 2017). Other
behavioural consequences occur either directly or indirectly to alcohol use. These
negative alcohol use consequences are impairments in regular functioning due to alcohol
use but are not necessarily caused by symptoms of dependence (White & Labouvie,
1989). Some examples of negative alcohol use consequences are being unable to keep up
with responsibilities, noticing a change in personality, or being told by friends and family
to cut down on drinking behaviour. These sorts of consequences are considered
precursors to potential future alcohol dependence (White & Labouvie, 1989). Even
though these consequences are immediate, they do not seem to deter users from heavy
alcohol use.
Development of alcohol use
The transition to problematic drinking for most people is likely to be during the
transition to adulthood. While earlier onset of first and regular drinking is predictive of
future panic disorder, psychotic symptoms, alcohol use problems (Tanaree,
Assanangkornchai, & Kittirattanapaiboon, 2017), and illegal drug and alcohol use
problems (Newton-Howes & Boden, 2016), regular drinking is extremely rare in children
(Donovan, 2013). During adolescence, there is a significant increase in alcohol use, but is
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still significantly less alcohol use when compared to university samples (Donovan, 2007;
Bonomo et al., 2001). In university, the prevalence of alcohol use disorders increases
sharply (Knight et al., 2002). In longitudinal twin studies, those who attend college
consumed significantly more alcohol than their non-college attending sibling (Slutske et
al., 2004). Alcohol use begins to drop on average once people have left college or
university (Staff et al., 2013). More university-aged students drink, and in greater
quantities, than any other age group (Chen, Dufour, & Yi, 2004). This increase is partly
due to the availability of alcohol, and largely due to the normalization and drinking
culture that exists on campus (Osberg et al., 2010). Young adults often engage in
supportive behaviour regarding each other’s dangerous drinking behaviours, such as
encouraging or glorifying (Hebden, Lyons, Goodwin, & McCreanor, 2015). Due to the
sharp increase and normalization of heavy drinking behaviours when entering college and
university, this developmental period is likely important in the formation of alcohol use
disorders.
Given the pervasiveness of the health and social risks of alcohol use, what are the
reasons for excessive drinking on university campuses? The National Advisory Council
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (2002) in the United States has stated that there is a
culture of normalization of alcohol use on university campuses. Adolescents from highrisk populations will begin rating those risk factors, such as poor relationships with
parents, as less influential to their drinking behaviours when entering university
(Sznitman et al., 2013). Students entering university suddenly feel that whatever drinking
behaviours they engage in are less severe, even when their drinking behaviours are held
constant. University students’ behaviours are primarily influenced by their peers, and
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what their peers deem to be acceptable (Perkins, 2002b). University students who believe
that certain drinking behaviours are normal are more likely to feel that they identify with
the student body (Lewis et al., 2010). Undergraduates tend to drastically overestimate the
amount of alcohol that their peers consume (Baer, 1994). In the American College Health
Association National College Health Assessment (2016), most Canadian students report
using alcohol on two or fewer days per month and drinking an average of 3.89 drinks per
session. However, they believe that most students drink at least ten days a month and
consume an average of 5.68 drinks per session. University students also believe that
alcohol is more positively accepted than it actually is (McAlaney et al., 2015). Alcohol is
often used as a form of social bonding; the experiences shared between those who
engaged in hazardous alcohol use give a sense of belonging, and strengthened social
bonds (Workman, 2001). Even extreme cases of alcohol intoxication, such as losing
consciousness or being hospitalized, allows for bonding between friend groups (Griffin,
Bengry-Howell, Hackley, Mistral, & Szmigin, 2009). However, even though there is
more alcohol consumed in university, those who attend are less likely to develop an
alcohol use disorder than their non-attending peers (Slutske et al., 2004). This implies
that there are certain features specific to certain students that make them more likely to
acquire an alcohol use disorder, independent of actual alcohol consumption.
The transition into university is considered to be a culmination of multiple
developmental milestones occurring at the same time. While entering university,
adolescents are suddenly given a wide amount of independence and separation from their
families. There are multiple conceptual models for the transition into health behaviour
risks during university (see Schulenberg & Maggs, 2002). The university transition leads
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to an overload of developmental milestones occurring together, which increases risky
behaviour as a way of coping with the overload. The transition to university opens new
experiences and situations, such as new social scenarios and more opportunities for
substance use and sexual experiences. Young adults are not necessarily prepared to
navigate these novel situations. For example, many students may not have been to
fraternity gatherings, and the availability of alcohol may not be a situation they have
previously encountered. While most young adults successfully manage the cumulative
and simultaneous stresses related to the university transition, some have an increased
sensitivity to the potential negative effects of the university transition, increasing their
likelihood to engage in risky behaviours (Graber & Brooks-Gunn, 1996). Risky
behaviours, such as heavy alcohol use, are seen as a way to negotiate these
developmental transitions as part of a normative developmental trajectory (Schulenberg
& Maggs, 2002). If alcohol is a normal part of navigating the university transition, there
are unanswered questions about what separates those who develop an alcohol use
disorder compared to those who do not. The actual pathway between university drinking
and eventual problematic alcohol use has not been fully determined.
Influences
There are three types of influences on drinking behaviour: distal, proximal, and
situation specific. Distal influences are personal experiences or situations occurring
during development that change an individual’s likelihood to engage in a particular
behavior (Martin & Martin, 2002). Distal influences can be seen as general risk factors
that do not occur close in time to a person’s present situation, but that have impacted their
development leading to the situation, such as trauma or personality traits. For example,
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low parental socioeconomic status is associated with an increased likelihood of alcohol
problems in university (Harrell, Huang, & Kepler, 2013). There are also differences in
racial likelihood to binge drink in university (Wechsler, Dowdall, Davenport, & Castillo,
1995). These influences are outside of the person’s control, and often occurred many
years earlier, but can set in motion a series of events that increase the likelihood of
exposure to situations that make risky behaviour more likely. Proximal influences are risk
factors for drinking that occur within a particular developmental window. For example,
being white increases the odds of engaging in binge drinking (Weschler et al., 1995), but
those odds decrease if attending a university with a higher percentage of minorities
(Wechsler & Kuo, 2003). The proximal influence of university interacts with the distal
influence of ethnicity within the emerging adulthood developmental window to change
drinking patterns. Situation specific influences are contexts occurring at the moment of a
drinking decision that increase the likelihood of using alcohol (Marlatt & Gordon, 1980).
These influences cause a certain response in the individual, such as unpleasant emotions
after conflict with peers (Annis & Martin, 1985) that motivate individuals to use alcohol
for a desired outcome (Cox & Klinger, 1988). There has been limited research into the
effects of situation specific drinking influences, primarily focusing on the significance of
major drinking events (Carey, 1995; Carey, 1993) or the effects of global events that
occur to the majority of students, such as spring break (Smeaton, Josiam, & Dietrich,
1998), a student’s 21st birthday (Neighbors, Spieker, Oster-Aaland, Lewis, & Bergstrom,
2005), or drinking games (Borsari, Bergen-Cico, & Carey, 2003). Students perceive their
peers to drink more during these situations (Pedersen & LaBrie, 2008; Neighbors, OsterAaland, Bergstrom, & Lewis, 2006), suggesting that certain situations are considered to
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be acceptable and normal to engage in heavy drinking. Each of these influences interact
in each drinking decision. Proximal and situation specific influences have differential
effects on students with varying distal influences. One of these distal influences is their
developmental pathway towards alcohol use.
There are two hypothesized pathways towards alcohol use problems; the
externalizing and internalizing pathway (Hussong et al., 2011). The externalizing
pathway is conceptualized as a broad spectrum of heritable traits that predisposes an
individual to substance abuse (Iacono, Malone, & McGue, 2008). The externalizing
pathway begins as a temperament problem in infancy and early childhood, where
outward behavioural problems such as aggression and conduct problems become evident.
This leads to an increase in antisocial behaviour during adolescence, such as illegal
activity and early substance use and experimentation (Ghosh, Malhotra, & Basu, 2016;
Farmer, Compton, Burns, & Robertson, 2002). The increase in antisocial behaviour is
due to a decrease in behavioural inhibition, which is an inability to inhibit certain
undesirable behaviours (Hussong et al., 2011). For example, children of alcoholics are
lower in behavioural inhibition and higher in substance use problems than children of
non-alcoholics (Sher, Walitzer, Wood, & Brent, 1991). These externalizing behaviour
patterns are uniquely predictive of adolescent drinking behaviour (Steele, Forehand,
Armistead, & Brody, 1995). Externalizing behaviour is reinforced through multiple
factors; however, a strong behavioural factor is a peer network that supports this
problematic behaviour. During college or university, problematic substance use is
encouraged through a peer network that supports partying and binge drinking and is
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characterized by drinking motivated by enhancement or social goals (such as using
alcohol to get drunk, or to improve social gatherings; Cooper, 1994).
The internalizing pathway is not as well researched, as it is not as common as the
externalizing pathway (Hussong et al., 2011). The internalizing pathway is characterized
by negative affect, depression and anxiety throughout development. The self-medication
hypothesis states that some individuals use substances to combat psychological distress,
and that the substance choice in substance-use disorders is not random (Khantzian, 1997;
Khantzian, 1985). Due to alcohol’s depressant and stimulant effects (Pihl, Paylan,
Gentes-Hawn, & Hoaken, 2003; Newlin & Thomson, 1990; Phorecky, 1977), alcohol can
be used to combat many negative internal states (Holdstock, King, & de Wit, 2000;
Holdstock & de Wit, 1998). During college or university, this pathway should manifest as
an increase in drinking motivated by a desire to cope with these negative affective states
(such as drinking alcohol after a stressful situation; Cooper, 1994), with students being
more likely to drink in solitude in response to interpersonal stressors (Mohr et al., 2001;
Cooper, Frone, Russell, & Mudar, 1995). It is likely that these two pathways are not fully
independent. It is likely that some externalizing behaviour can be produced as a method
to rid the individual of internalizing symptoms, and vice versa (Hussong et al., 2011).
However, an individual should fit more strongly into either pathway; while an individual
with internalizing symptoms may exhibit partying and binge drinking, they should be
more likely to endorse drinking to cope motivations and drink more often alone. Each of
these pathways leads to a similar outcome; alcohol abuse and substance use disorder.
Personality
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Each of the developmental pathways are hypothesized to begin in early childhood
and continue into adulthood. This suggests that there are specific personality factors that
should potentially lead individuals into either pathway. In order to be representative of
each developmental pathway, personality factors need to share important facets of each
pathway’s respective drinking motivation and behaviours. Personality has long been
thought to be a potential cause of alcohol use problems. Early personality research into
the development of alcohol problems was focused around the concept of the “alcoholic
personality”; that people who abuse alcohol have personality traits that are fundamentally
different from those who do not abuse alcohol (Sutherland, Schroeder, & Tordella, 1950).
Alcoholism was listed as a personality disorder in the first edition of the American
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSMI; American Psychiatric Association, 1952). However, research has shown that there is
limited similarity in personality between alcoholics and pre-alcoholics (Barnes, 1979).
While there is no set personality type that leads individuals to alcohol use disorders, it is
commonly accepted that certain personality traits increase the likelihood of engaging in
problematic alcohol use behaviours, mediated or moderated by factors such as
motivations and situations (see Sher, Trull, Bartholow, & Vieth, 1999, for review). Two
personality variables that have the strongest associations to problematic alcohol use that
are characterized by the problematic motivations to use alcohol: extraversion and
neuroticism.
Extraversion is a generally adaptive personality trait that is characterized by high
sociability, sensitivity to positive reinforcement, and a focus on external stimuli (Jung,
1921; Costa & McCrae, 1992). Individuals higher in extraversion have an increased focus
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on positive stimuli (Noguchi, Gohm, & Dalsky, 2006). Individuals higher in extraversion
tend to have greater job satisfaction, higher well-being and typically engage in healthier
behaviours (Harris, English, Harms, Gross, & Jackson, 2017; Blickle et al., 2015; Otonari
et al., 2012; Lucas, Le, & Dyrenforth, 2008; Williams, O’Brien, & Colder, 2004). While
there is no evidence that those with alcohol use disorders are higher in extraversion than
non-disordered controls (Cox, 1985), evidence suggests that extraversion may play a role
in the development of alcohol use disorders. Certain facets of extraversion have been
linked to drinking frequency but not alcohol problems in young adults (Ruiz, Pincus, &
Dickinson, 2003). High extraversion is predictive of an earlier first onset of drinking
alcohol (Hill, Shen, Lowers, & Locke, 2000). Higher extraversion is related to an
increase in heavy drinking quantity, and an increase in likelihood of becoming a heavy
drinker over time (Hakulinen et al., 2015). Higher extraversion has been linked to
increased likelihood of future alcohol dependence (Kilbey, Downey, & Breslau, 1998).
Extraversion is a predictor of alcohol use in preadolescents and adolescents (Merenäkk et
al., 2003). Individuals who are high in extraversion experience greater mood
enhancement from a dose of alcohol in laboratory settings compared to those who are
lower in extraversion, measured by facial coding of Duchenne smiles (Fairbairn et al.,
2015), as well as other positive facial emotions when given alcohol (Ruch, 1994).
College students who are higher in extraversion are more likely to engage in hazardous
drinking behaviours (Raynor & Levine, 2009; Martsh & Miller, 1997). College or
university students may be more likely to take advantage of opportunities to go out to
parties, engage in binge drinking behaviours, and experience a greater reward from that
experience than their less extraverted peers.
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Extraversion is likely an important personality dimension within the externalizing
pathway. Extraversion in young children is associated with externalizing behaviours,
such as aggression and hyperactivity (Berdan, Keane, & Calkins, 2008). In adolescents,
facets of extraversion are linked with externalizing behaviours (DeYoung, Peterson,
Séguin, & Tremblay, 2008). Extraversion is associated with increased outward
aggression in university students (Edmunds, 1977). Meta-analysis shows that
extraversion is most commonly associated with enhancement motives for drinking
(Kuntsche, Knibbe, Gmel, & Engels, 2006). Combined with earlier evidence suggesting
that those with alcohol use disorders are not higher in extraversion than non-disordered
controls (Cox, 1985), but that increased extraversion is related to hazardous drinking
behaviours, high extraversion in young and emerging adulthood may play a crucial role
in the etiology of alcohol use problems. However, all students high in extraversion are
not uniformly at risk for developing an alcohol use disorder. Extraversion is generally
considered to be a positive personality trait (Stopfer, Egloff, Nestler, & Back, 2014).
There are likely behavioural components to alcohol use that is unique to those higher in
extraversion.
The second personality trait that has been hypothesized to be important in alcohol
use problems is neuroticism. Neuroticism is characterized by high emotional instability,
increased negative affect and sensitivity to negative reinforcement and negative outcomes
(Costa & McCrae, 1992). Neuroticism is linked to an increased vulnerability to mental
illnesses, such as depression, anxiety, eating disorders, and somatoform disorders
(Weinstock & Whisman, 2006; Malouff, Thorsteinsson, & Schutte, 2005; Krueger, 1999;
Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, Silva, & McGee, 1996). Neuroticism is also a common link
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between internalizing behaviours and disorders (Griffith et al., 2010). University students
who are high in neuroticism report more interpersonal stressors when compared to
students who are low in neuroticism (Gunthert, Cohen, & Armeli, 1999). Individuals who
are high in neuroticism experience a greater negative reactivity to stressors when
compared to those who are lower in neuroticism (Tong, 2010). Over the life span, people
with high levels of neuroticism are more likely to experience negative life events and
poorer quality of life (Jeronimus, Riese, Sanderman, & Ormel, 2014). Individuals higher
in neuroticism are more likely to focus on negative information (Noguchi et al., 2006).
Given the high rates of comorbidity between alcohol abuse and psychiatric disorders
(Regier et al., 1990), and the link between neuroticism and psychiatric disorders, there is
a strong likelihood that neuroticism is important in the etiology of alcohol use disorders.
The relationship between neuroticism and substance use is not clear. Rates of
alcoholism are higher in individuals who are higher in negative emotionality, a key
feature of neuroticism (McGue, Slutske, Taylor, & Iacono, 1997). Neuroticism has been
linked to heavy drinking in cross-sectional designs (Hakulinen et al., 2015), but other
studies have shown mixed results. When other potential influences of drinking behaviour
are controlled, neuroticism has not been found to be directly related to drinking quantity
or frequency. Students higher in neuroticism are more likely to drink alcohol to fit in,
making them more susceptible to the influence of peer alcohol use culture on campus
than students higher in extraversion (Stewart & Devine, 2000). Neuroticism has been
found to predict drinking to cope motivations, which in turn predicts alcohol problems
(Kuntsche, Stewart, & Cooper, 2008; Stewart, Loughlin, & Rhyno, 2001; Loukas, Krull,
Chassin, & Carle, 2000). These results suggest that neuroticism may also be important in
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the etiology of alcohol use problems, however research into the role of neuroticism in the
development of alcohol use problems has not been straightforward.
In one two-year longitudinal study, neuroticism was uniquely predictive of
individuals’ symptoms of alcohol use dependence at each specific time point, controlling
for other personality variables and dependence on other substances (Grekin et al., 2006).
Cross-sectional research shows a correlation between neuroticism and alcohol problems
(Goldstein & Flett, 2009). In both of these studies, neuroticism was at no point
significantly linked to alcohol consumption. Similarly, a study of undergraduate students
found no relationship between neuroticism and alcohol use quantity (Mezquita et al.,
2010). People high in neuroticism are then more likely to have alcohol use problems, and
an increased likelihood of becoming alcohol dependent, but this mechanism is not
exclusively related to alcohol use frequency alone. Common belief would hold that the
most obvious path towards substance abuse would be excessive and problematic use of
that substance. However, there may be behavioural risk factors that are unaccounted for
in previous models. The context surrounding individuals with high neuroticism’s alcohol
use may be an important factor in predicting alcohol use problems. If those higher in
neuroticism are not using alcohol in greater quantities, what are the behavioural factors
that increase the likelihood of alcohol dependence?
Neuroticism and behavioural confirmation
Those with high negative emotionality tend to behave in ways that confirm their
negative beliefs about themselves and the world around them. In social theories,
behavioural confirmation or self-fulfilling prophecies are when a person has an
expectation of a social interaction that influences the responses of the second person they
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are interacting with (Marcus & Nardone, 1992; Jussim, 1986). For example, people who
experience high levels of dysphoria are more likely to elicit responses of rejection from
peers (Alloy, Fedderly, Kennedy-Moore, & Cohan, 1998). Negative expectations or
appraisals of current state can also affect an individual’s performance on a particular task
that confirms their beliefs. People higher in neuroticism may have more negative life
outcomes due to their own behavioural influence on situations. For example, individuals
higher in neuroticism experience less relationship satisfaction (Caughlin, Huston, &
Houts, 2000), they have more negative interactions in relationships (Donnellan, Conger,
& Bryant, 2004), and they appraise these interactions as more negative (McNulty, 2008;
McNulty & Karney, 2001). Those higher in neuroticism may be more likely to engage in
negative behaviours that confirm their negative expectations by unconsciously
manipulating the situation to increase the likelihood that their expectancies are
confirmed.
A possible explanation for individuals higher in neuroticism having more
alcohol-related problems despite drinking in similar quantities to peers lower in
neuroticism more may lie in the times that the individuals choose to drink. Hazardous
alcohol use, or alcohol use that is more likely to bring negative consequences, is
perceived to be more acceptable in certain situations. Solitary drinking, which in college
students is associated with higher alcohol-related problems and alcohol dependence
(Keough, O’Connor, & Stewart, 2018; Gonzalez & Skewes, 2012), is viewed as
unacceptable by other students in most situations (Grønkjær, Curtis, de Crespigny, &
Delmar, 2013). A possible moderating variable is the anticipation of a stressful event.
Cognitive theories of stress suggest that individuals make appraisals of current and future
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stressors, and estimate the cognitive resources that will be required to cope with those
stressors. Without perceived or actual cognitive resources available for coping, other
forms of coping mechanisms are required (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Individuals who
experience more stressful events during their life are more likely to develop an alcohol
use disorder (Boden, Fergusson, & Horwood, 2014). Individuals are more likely to
consume alcohol on days with higher stress, with an increase to daily drinking with more
stressors in their work life (Liu, Wang, Zhan, & Shi, 2009). According to the
motivational model of alcohol use (Cox & Klinger, 1988), these individuals are drinking
alcohol in response to these stressors in order to cope with the increased stress.
University students are also more likely to drink alcohol on days that have more stressors
(Russell, Almeida, & Maggs, 2017), but daily negative affect itself is not a significant
direct predictor of increased drinking likelihood (Howard, Patrick, & Maggs, 2015).
Students who use alcohol to reduce stress tend to drink more heavily in response to
stressors at the end of university (Rutledge & Sher, 2001). People higher in neuroticism
are more likely to experience negative affect, but whether negative affect associated with
anticipating stressful events predicts alcohol consumption in undergraduates is an open
question.
Some common sources of stress for university students are academically intense
events, such as exams and assignments. Test anxiety is also a common response to future
and current exams (Spielberger & Vagg, 1995). Exams have been shown to increase
physiological measures of stress, such as heart rate and cortisol level (Spangler, 1997),
and epinephrine levels (Sherman, Bunyan, Creswell, & Jaremka, 2009). Exams also
increase reported levels of anxiety before and after the examination (Cohen & Khalaila,
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2014; Spangler, 1997), as well as depression levels (Zunhammer, Eberle, Eichhammer, &
Busch, 2013). University exams create a similar stress response to validated experimental
manipulations of stress and negative emotions (Henze et al., 2017). Students with high
neuroticism experience more anxiety in anticipation of testing than any other big five
personality trait (Borghans, Duckworth, Heckman, & ter Weel, 2008). Academically
intense events allow for investigation into stressful events that have immediate negative
consequences for poor performance. Typical students reduce their alcohol use in response
to academic requirements (Wood, Sher, & Rutledge, 2007). Student who drink heavily
have reduced academic performance (An, Loes, & Trolian, 2017). Memory performance
is significantly worsened the day after a drinking session (Verster, van Duin, Volkerts,
Schreuder, & Verbaten, 2003). If certain students drink to cope with the stress of future
academically intense events, the positive punishment from their performance should
immediately cease the behaviour. However, for those students high in neuroticism, this
punishment may not outweigh the negative reinforcement given by the mood-elevating
properties of alcohol.
When it comes to coping mechanisms for stress, differences between personality
variables are related to different coping strategies. Individuals higher in extraversion are
more likely to engage in healthy coping mechanisms, while those higher in neuroticism
are more likely to engage in problematic coping mechanisms. Individuals higher in
neuroticism are more likely to engage in avoidant coping, which is attempting to deal
with negative emotions by avoiding or suppressing them (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart,
2007). While those higher in neuroticism are higher in stress reactivity (Jonassaint et al.,
2009), this is not true for those higher in extraversion (Evans et al., 2016). This suggests
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that there may be different patterns of alcohol consumption depending on different
personality types.
The first difference in drinking behaviour patterns between personality types may
lie in the social setting where drinking occurs. While most drinking occurs in a social
setting, a small percentage of students drink in solitary contexts (O’Hare, 1990). Solitary
drinking is the most hazardous of drinking contexts. Individuals who drink alone report
more alcohol use consequences, increased motivations to use alcohol, and increased
depression (Christiansen, Vik, & Jarchow, 2002). Those who drink more when alone are
also more prone to suicide ideation and have more previous suicide attempts (Gonzalez,
2012). There are personality differences in drinking contexts: individuals higher in
extraversion are more likely to drink away from home for positive reasons, while those
higher in neuroticism are more likely to drink alone at home for negative reasons (Mohr
et al., 2001). Solitary drinking leads to worse alcohol use consequences in comparison to
similar heavy alcohol use in social contexts (Keough, O’Connor, & Colder, 2016).
Individuals higher in neuroticism may be more likely to engage in hazardous drinking
behaviours in solitude, while those higher in extraversion may be more likely to drink
hazardously in social contexts.
The second difference in drinking behaviour patterns between personality types
may lie in the situations surrounding drinking decisions. For individuals higher in
neuroticism, they may be more likely to have negative expectancies of their performance
on future academically intense events. In order to cope with the negative affect this
expectancy creates, they may be more likely to consume alcohol. However, physiological
and psychological consequences of overconsumption likely hampers students’
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performance on exams and assignments (Verster et al., 2003), leading to negative
consequences linked back to alcohol use. This pattern would be reinforced by the
preferential focus on negative reinforcement in those with high neuroticism (Noguchi et
al., 2006), where the removal of negative mood by alcohol use would be strongly
attended to, and the negative consequences of alcohol suppressed or ignored. Alcohol use
becomes part of their behavioural confirmation, as the negative consequences of
engaging in problematic alcohol use would confirm their expectancies of their inabilities.
Not all drinking before exams is conscious or unconscious self-sabotage; some drinking
at inappropriate times may be caused by neurotic students overvaluing the desire to drink
to cope without thinking of future academically intense events. Students higher in
impulsivity, a facet of neuroticism, drink more often in response to alcohol cues
(Rubenking & Lang, 2015), and this alcohol use impulse may be strong enough to
overshadow future academically intense events. Individuals high in extraversion would
not engage in this pattern, but rather would increase their likelihood of experiencing
negative alcohol use consequences through heavy and hazardous usage. Due to their
focus of attention on positive reinforcement (Smillie, Cooper, Wilt, & Revelle, 2012),
and the social rewards received from heavy drinking in university, individuals higher in
extraversion would be more focused on the mood elevation provided by alcohol, rather
than the negative consequences that their consumption would lead to.
Methodological concerns
Much of the previous research has suggested that proximal factors interact with
personality in the decision to use alcohol. However, previous research into the proximal
influences of drinking behaviour makes inferences about these influences using primarily
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cross-sectional methods, missing opportunities to examine effects close in time to when
drinking actually occurs. Daily diaries, in contrast, are small surveys that are completed
each day within the subject’s natural context (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008; Bolger,
Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003). The primary benefit of using daily diaries is the reduction of
retrospection, so there is less distance between the event of interest and the period of
assessment. Larger distance between assessment and the event causes bias by the subject
using a prototypical assessment of the average situation. When assessing daily drinking,
typical frequency measures used in longitudinal studies underestimate the amount of
hazardous drinking that an individual engages in. Diaries with shorter time windows give
higher reported estimates of binge drinking and other hazardous drinking behaviors
(O’Hare, 1991). During self-reports of alcohol consumption, daily diaries estimate a
larger amount of alcohol consumption compared to retrospective, regardless of
environment or setting (Monk, Heim, Qureshi, & Price, 2015). This bias arises from
participants’ prototypes of their drinking behavior; individuals do not drink or engage in
heavy drinking all of the time. There are also the memory impairments that are present
with heavy alcohol use that can cause an underreporting of how many drinks were
consumed while heavily intoxicated. Diaries can capture the large amount of daily
variance present in proximal influences on drinking behaviours (Armeli, Todd, & Mohr,
2005). Finally, daily dairies allow for the investigation of individual differences in
alcohol use patterns, and the segregation of within-persons and between-persons variance
in alcohol use likelihood.
Daily diaries however are unable to show whether daily variations are meaningful
by themselves. A single day’s increase in likelihood of alcohol consumption due to
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numerous factors is not necessarily meaningful information in isolation. There are two
implicative questions that need to be answered by any daily diary: is a particular pattern
continuous and reinforcing, and does this pattern have an impact on future outcomes? If
individuals higher in neuroticism are more likely to drink on days before academically
intense events, the direct consequences are not meaningful if they do not represent a
pattern that repeats itself across the university years. Individuals higher in neuroticism
may engage in a pervasive pattern of problematic drinking that resists being extinguished
by the immediate consequences. This pattern is reinforced by the immediate removal of
negative mood that alcohol provides for those higher in neuroticism. A longitudinal
methodology is necessary to determine that this pattern leads to the development of
negative alcohol consequences. For extraversion, a pattern of heavy drinking must be
shown to lead to negative alcohol consequences that does not extinguish over time, due to
the immediately reinforcing mood elevation caused by alcohol.
Given the lack of relationship between neuroticism and drinking quantity, an
outcome variable of drinking quantity may not be sufficient to capture problematic
drinking behaviour. Studies that include multiple measures of drinking behaviour, such as
drinking quantity, frequency, and the presence of binge drinking, are associated with
different motivations for alcohol use that are not uniformly hazardous (Grant, Stewart, &
Mohr, 2009). While the average alcohol consumption per occasion for students is
between four and five drinks (Nealis, Collins, Lee-Baggley, Sherry, & Stewart, 2017), it
is hypothesized that those students within the internalizing pathway (Hussong et al.,
2011) may not drink as much as their peers in the externalizing pathway. Even using
standard definitions of what constitutes a single alcoholic drink, university students tend
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to underestimate their alcohol consumption. When creating alcoholic beverages, students
overestimate the amount of alcohol required to make a single drink, leading to
overconsumption and underreporting (White, Kraus, McCracken, & Swartzwelder,
2003). Estimating the odds of any alcohol consumption, as well as any heavy or binge
drinking, may reveal problematic drinking patterns exhibited by students higher in
neuroticism. Negative alcohol use consequences increase linearly with increased alcohol
consumption and can even occur from small amounts of alcohol use (Barnett et al.,
2014). Each individual drink increases risk of negative alcohol consequences, as much as
a 13% increase in likelihood of negative consequences per drink (Scaglione et al., 2014).
Measures of drinking behaviours differ greatly across studies. Using a single
measure of drinking behaviour may not accurately represent the actual drinking
behaviour that certain students engage in. For instance, a student could drink alcohol
nearly every day, but if there is only one drink, one could argue that this does not
constitute hazardous drinking behaviour. In order to get an accurate understanding of the
specific drinking behaviours that students with differing personality traits engage in,
multiple measures of drinking behaviour should be used.
There are also demographic differences in drinking behaviours, drinking
outcomes, and personality. Men typically drink more than women; however this gender
difference is getting smaller over time (Ragsdale et al., 2012; Clapp et al., 2008). Men are
also at a higher risk of developing alcohol use problems (Stewart, Gavric, & Collins,
2009). Women tend to be higher in neuroticism than men, and both genders are similar in
levels of extraversion (Lynn & Martin, 1997). There are also racial differences in alcohol
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use trends over time (Costanzo et al., 2007). These demographic differences need to be
accounted for in any drinking model in university.
Present study
In order to investigate the development of the externalizing and internalizing
pathway towards problematic alcohol use, I will use archival data taken from the
University Life Study (ULS) conducted at Pennsylvania State University (Patrick et al.,
2010; Patrick & Maggs, 2009). The ULS was a four year, seven-wave longitudinal study
with 14-day daily survey bursts every semester conducted in undergraduate students
through their full university career. The study’s original aim was to track development
and changes in substance use and sexual behaviours throughout university, as well as
during university events and milestones. Participants’ personality variables were
measured at baseline, and their drinking behaviours were measured daily during the
seven semesters. The participants’ school activities, such as exams and assignments, were
also measured during the daily bursts each semester. Baseline personality measurements
of neuroticism and extraversion will be used to predict different drinking behaviours in
response to stressors encountered during university. These drinking patterns should be
different for those who are higher in extraversion when compared with those higher in
neuroticism.
Hypotheses
The first set of hypotheses examines whether baseline personality predicts
increased odds of daily drinking throughout university. Neuroticism will not be predictive
of a daily drinking quantity but will be predictive of daily drinking odds. Higher
extraversion will lead to an increased odds of daily drinking, drinking quantity and binge
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drinking odds. There is little to no previous research investigating the potential
interactions between the two personality traits and their relation to daily drinking odds.
As there could be differential daily drinking and drinking patterns for those reporting
high levels of both personality traits, an exploratory investigation into this relationship
will be conducted.
The second set of hypotheses test differential patterns of daily drinking odds in
response to future academically intense events due to personality traits. Students who are
higher in neuroticism will have increased odds of daily alcohol consumption and drinking
quantity on days that precede an exam or assignment. Since students with high levels of
neuroticism will find the negative reinforcement of alcohol use more salient than the
negative outcomes caused by their alcohol use, this pattern will be consistent throughout
university. The hypothesized relationship between neuroticism and alcohol use is shown
in Figure 1. Anticipation of a test or assignment will not increase daily drinking odds or
drinking quantity for students high in extraversion. Since students higher in extraversion
experience the positive reinforcement of alcohol use as more salient than the negative
outcomes caused by alcohol use, this pattern will be consistent over the course of
university. The hypothesized relationship between extraversion and alcohol use is shown
in Figure 2. Similar to the first set of hypotheses, interactions between neuroticism and
extraversion will be tested.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized model showing the association between neuroticism and daily
drinking odds, moderated by a future academically intense event. There will be no
association between neuroticism and daily drinking odds, but daily drinking odds will
increase on days preceding academically intense events.

Figure 2. Hypothesized model showing the relationship between extraversion and daily
drinking odds. Extraversion will be positively associated with daily drinking odds.

The third set of hypotheses tests whether these patterns of daily drinking lead to
an increase in alcohol use problems at the end of university. Students higher in
neuroticism and who are more likely to drink on days preceding exams or assignments
will have more alcohol use problems at the end of university. Students higher in
extraversion who are also more likely to drink and to drink heavily will be more likely to
have alcohol use problems at the end of university. The hypothesized model is shown in
Figure 3. Students who are high in both neuroticism and extraversion will be investigated
to determine if their specific pattern of daily drinking leads to increased alcohol use
problems.
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Figure 3. Hypothesized model showing association between neuroticism, extraversion,
drinking before an academically intense event, and alcohol use problems. Extraversion
will be directly related to alcohol use problems, while neuroticism’s relationship to
alcohol use problems will be moderated by anticipation of academically intense events.

Method
Participants
Participants were N=744 first-time college students recruited from Pennsylvania
State University during their first year to take part in the University Life Study (ULS;
Patrick, Maggs, & Osgood, 2010; Patrick & Maggs, 2009). The ULS used a longitudinal
measurement burst design, with measurement occurring once per semester for four years
(seven semesters, from fall of 2007 to winter of 2011). Each burst consisted of 14 days of
daily sampling during each of the four semesters, from their first year of college to their
fourth year. The timing of each burst of measurement, and what was measured at each
time point, is shown in Figure 4. A stratified random sampling procedure was used with
respect to gender and ethnicity in order to over-represent minority populations relative to
the ethnic makeup of the university. The ethnic makeup of the sample was 25.1%
Hispanic/Latino, 27.4% Caucasian, 23.3% Asian American, 15.7% Black, and 8.5%
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multiracial. The sample was 49.2% male, with an average age of 18.4, with ages ranging
between 16.9 and 20.8 years. Students were eligible if they were United States citizens or
United States permanent residents, were under the age of 21, and lived with 25 miles of
the Pennsylvania State University.
Procedure
Eligible students were sent a letter containing information about the study, a pen,
and a five-dollar cash incentive. Five days later, these students were sent an email with a
link directing them to an online baseline survey, containing demographics, personality
measures, and a variety of survey instruments assessing student drinking, sexual
behaviour, and other health-related risk and protective factors. The following day,
students who completed the baseline survey were invited to begin 14 daily surveys over
consecutive days, measuring the participants’ daily drinking behaviours, their school
activities, mood, and daily stressors. Each daily survey was phrased to ask about the
previous day and was available to be completed for two days. Each semester followed a
similar pattern, with an online link to a larger survey sent to each participant asking about
the semester, and smaller daily surveys for 14 days each semester being completed in the
same way. This procedure continued for seven semesters, leading to a maximum of 98
days for each participant. Participants had an average daily diary completion rate of
77.8% over the course of the study, meaning each participant on average completed 76.2
of the possible 98 daily diaries over the course of the study. Overall retention ranged
from 96.2% in the first semester, to 79.4% in the fall of year four.
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Figure 4. Timeline of the study. First column shows each wave and what was measured
during each semester. The second column shows what was measured daily during the 14day daily diary burst. IPIP: International Personality Item Pool (Goldberg, 1999),
AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (Babor et al., 2003).

Measures
Neuroticism and extraversion. Personality variables were measured with items
taken from the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg et al., 2006;
Goldberg, 1999). The IPIP is an internet-based collection of open free access personality
items from a variety of questionnaires, with reliability information and correlations
between each scale. This allows for users to choose the personality inventory that works
best with their research and be able to directly relate that information to other well-known
personality inventories. The personality inventory used to measure neuroticism and
extraversion was derived from a lexical factor markers scale created by Goldberg (1992).
Lexical factor markers are abbreviated sentences that describe features of a personality
trait, derived from descriptions from subjects or semantic similarity to each trait
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(Norman, 1963). Participants were prompted to rate statements about their characteristics
in relation to their peers. Neuroticism was measured by 10 items (e.g., “get stressed out
easily”) on a scale from 0 = very inaccurate to 4 = very accurate. Extraversion was also
measured by 10 items on a similar scale (e.g., “am the life of the party”). The lexical
factor markers used correlate highly with the lexical factor markers originally derived
from the big five personality traits (Goldberg et al., 2006; Costa & McCrae, 1992). Other
personality subscales from the big five were not included. Personality was assessed at
baseline. The internal consistency of the neuroticism scale was measured with
Cronbach’s alpha at α = 0.86, and the internal consistency of the extraversion scale was α
= 0.88.
Daily alcohol use. Alcohol use was measured each day during each 14-day burst
each semester, with a question asking participants “How many drinks of alcohol did you
drink yesterday?” A definition of a single drink was posed as one 12-ounce glass of beer
or cooler, a 5-ounce glass of wine, or a drink containing one shot of liquor or half an
ounce of absolute alcohol. This definition was written and visually shown to participants.
This definition followed the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
questionnaire guidelines (NIAAA, 2003). The range of responses available was zero to
26 drinks. This was split into three variables: whether drinking occurred (0 = no, and 1 =
yes), how many drinks were consumed, and whether or not binge drinking occurred (0 =
no, and 1 = yes). Binge drinking was defined as drinking 5 or more drinks during a
drinking session. Self-reported alcohol consumption is generally considered to be
accurate when paired with confidentiality (Sobell & Sobell, 1990).
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Drinking context. Drinking context was measured each day during each 14-day
daily diary burst each semester, with a question asking participants “Where were you and
who were you with when you drank alcohol?” Social settings options consisted of alone,
with friends, with a romantic partner, a large group, and their parents. Locations included
residence hall, bar or restaurant, a fraternity house, their apartment or home, a major
entertainment event, or somewhere else. Participants were asked to select all locations
and social settings that applied. As only drinking alone or drinking with others was of
interest, all contexts were condensed into a single variable, where 0 = any location while
alone and 1 = any location with others. If no drinking was reported, drinking context was
set to missing.
Stressful academic events. Daily academic experiences were measured using a
three-item questionnaire (Galambos, Dalton, & Maggs, 2009). The first item asked
whether the students had attended all of their classes, if they had any, the previous day.
The second item asked whether the students had an exam or quiz the previous day, and
the third item asked whether students had an assignment due the previous day. The
presence of an academically intense event (exam/quiz or assignment due) was coded as
0=no, and 1=yes. Since each question refers to whether the students had an exam the
previous day, a new variable was created to represent daily anticipation of academically
intense events. For example, if a student answers on a Wednesday that they had an exam
the previous day (Tuesday), then they anticipated the exam on Monday. Drinking
behaviour on Monday would be linked in the dataset to having an exam on Tuesday.
Alcohol problems. Alcohol use problems were measured using the Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro,
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2001). The AUDIT is a 10-item questionnaire with items measuring the frequency of
different hazardous drinking behaviours at the time of measurement. The AUDIT
contains questions about drinking quantity and frequency, and different negative
consequences that can result from hazardous drinking (e.g., “How often during the last
year have you needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy
drinking session”). Higher scores suggest more alcohol use problems and indicate higher
risk for developing an alcohol use disorder. The AUDIT has been validated in university
students (Fleming, Barry, & Macdonald, 1991) and cross-culturally in multiple countries
(Saunders, Aasland, Amundsen, & Grant, 1993; Saunders, Aasland, Babor, de la Fuente,
& Grant, 1993). Alcohol use problems were measured once, in semester seven (Fall of
students’ fourth year). Internal reliability was measured using Cronbach’s alpha, α =
0.82. A variable for high-risk for alcohol use disorders was created, where any student
who scored an eight or higher on the AUDIT was given a value of one.
Data Management and Analysis Strategy
The first step was to replicate previous findings, showing that neuroticism is not
significantly linked to drinking quantity, but is significantly linked to future alcohol
problems. A replication of previous findings is necessary to add validity to each
hypothesis test. To account for the clustered data and dependency between variables, a
logistic multilevel regression model was used for analysis. Typical ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression can only accurately estimate parameters when observations are
independent. The dataset used in this study is clustered; multiple observations are
available from each participant. Any individual observation within any cluster (i.e., a
single repeated measure within a person) is likely to be more similar to other observations
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in the same cluster than to observations in other clusters (Galbraith, Daniel, & Vissel,
2010). This dataset contains three levels of clustering: the individual, each semester, and
each 14-day daily diary burst. Since observations within each cluster are dependent,
traditional OLS regression overestimates the amount of unique information contained in
the data, leading to smaller standard errors and more Type I errors (Nezlek, 2008).
Multilevel modelling, or hierarchical modelling, allows for separate estimation of both
within-person and between-person variance included in clustered data, leading to more
accurate standard errors and parameter estimation. This method is particularly useful for
any research that contains daily diaries, which are clustered within an individual.
Multilevel models have fixed effects as predictors, and multiple error terms estimated as
random effects (de Leeuw & Meijer, 2008; Nezlek, 2003; Nezlek, 2001). Multilevel
model estimation procedures essentially estimate a unique regression equation for each
person, allowing for longitudinal data, which often contains large amounts of missing
data, to be analyzed without losing entire individuals due to listwise deletion, and
allowing for accurate parameter estimates with all variables. For this study, analysis was
split into three levels: days (level 1) are nested within semesters (level 2) which are
nested within students (level 3). Variation during each day is modelled within each
semester, which is modelled within each individual.
In creating each model, control variables and predictors are added to the model at
each level that it applies to; the individual, the semester, or the day. Person-level
neuroticism and extraversion measures will be set as predictors at level 3. Anticipation of
an academically intense event is entered as a dummy-coded predictor at level 1.
Demographic control variables are added to the model at level 3. Whether or not testing
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occurred on a weekday or weekend are added to the model at level 1. Model selection is
determined with a forward stepwise procedure, with each addition to the model assessed
for goodness of fit. Main effects of all variables remain in the model. Previous research
involving alcohol use over time within this sample and visual inspection of the
longitudinal data suggests potential quadratic and cubic relationships (Howard et al.,
2015). Polynomial time trends are added individually and are retained if a significant
improvement in model fit is detected, measured by the difference in -2log likelihood
scores as a χ2 test with a single degree of freedom.
Categorical control variables were coded using unweighted effects coding.
Ethnicity was divided into categories based on largest categories of self-identification:
Caucasian, Black, Asian, Hispanic, and “other” representing mixed ethnicities. Gender
and weekend control variables were also coded using unweighted effects coding.
Neuroticism and extraversion scores were created using the mean response of the ten
items, while AUDIT scores were the sum of coded values corresponding to the Babor et
al. (2001) guidelines. Continuous variables, including neuroticism, extraversion, and age,
were each mean-centered to help make intercepts of models have more straightforward
interpretations.
Parameter estimates in multilevel models are compared to an unconditional means
model for hypothesis testing, similar to OLS regression (Kutner, Nachtsheim, Neter, &
Li, 2005). The unconditional means model is a three-level model with no predictors
entered (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), and is expressed as follows:
Level 1:
g(Yijk) = π0jk + eijk,
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where
g is the logit function, or the inverse of the natural logarithm of the odds of Yijk;
Yijk is the probability of consuming alcohol on day i within semester j for
individual k;
π0jk is the average log odds of daily alcohol consumption in semester j for
individual k; and
eijk is the random deviation of an individual day from the average in semester j for
person k.
The indices i, j, and k represent days, semesters, and individuals, where there are
i = 1, 2, … Ijk days within j semesters in individual k;
j = 1, 2, … Jk semesters within individual k; and
k = 1, 2, … K individuals.
In this level of the model, the odds of consuming alcohol is dependent on the average
daily odds of consuming alcohol for each individual, plus random daily error.
Level 2:
π0jk = β00k + r0jk
where
π0jk is as defined above;
β00k is the average log odds of daily drinking for individual k; and
r0jk is the random deviation of each semester from average daily drinking for
person k.
This level of the model estimates the average probability of consuming alcohol on any
given day within a given semester.
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Level 3:
β00k = γ000 + u00k
where
β00k is the average log odds of daily alcohol use for individual k;
γ000 is the grand mean log odds of daily drinking across all students;
and
u00k is the random deviation of person k from the grand mean.
This level of the model estimates the overall average probability of consuming alcohol on
any given day in any semester. Together, these three levels of analysis can be expressed
more simply in a reduced single equation:
g(Yijk) = γ000 + eijk + r0jk + u00k
This model allows for predictions of variance due to each day (level 1), each
semester (level 2), and each individual (level 3) to be accounted for separately.
Conditional Means Models. Each personality variable is entered into a
conditional model, including all predictors and control variables. The reduced
hypothesized model is as follows:
g(Yijk) = γ000 + γ100(academically intense event) + γ010(time) + γ001(neuroticism) +
γ002(extraversion) + γ101(neuroticism X academically intense event) +
γ102(extraversion X academically intense event) + eijk + r0jk + u00k
This models the log odds of daily drinking as a product of the presence of a future
academically intense event, neuroticism, extraversion and interactions between them. The
academically intense event variable models differences in the log odds of daily drinking
the day before a test or assignment occurs. The neuroticism and extraversion variables
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model changes in the log odds of daily drinking predicted by mean individual-level
neuroticism and extraversion. The interaction term between neuroticism and
academically intense event models whether students higher in neuroticism will have
higher odds of drinking on the day before an academically intense event, while the
extraversion and academically intense event models the same concept but for
extraversion. Similar models are created predicting daily drinking quantity and binge
drinking odds. Covariates are included in the model but are not shown in the equation.
Semester Seven Alcohol Use Problems. In order to test whether daily drinking
on days preceding an academically intense event predicts increased alcohol use problems,
in essence, a person-level regression for each student is created modelling their individual
average daily relationship between a future academically intense event and each of the
three drinking outcomes. Individual daily drinking slopes for each student is saved (i.e.,
predicted scores; following Russell et al., 2017) and used as a predictor variable for
alcohol use problems. For each drinking outcome, its relationship to academically intense
events will be labelled:
Daily drinking odds before an academically intense event (AIE) = Drinking/AIE
slope
Daily drinking quantity before an academically intense event (AIE) =
Quantity/AIE slope
Daily binge drinking odds before an academically intense event (AIE) =
Binge/AIE slope
The mean fixed slope between future academically intense events and all three
drinking outcomes was added to each individual student’s slope to reduce collinearity
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between students (Russell et al., 2017). Each slope was multiplied by one hundred to
make odds ratios and regression coefficient interpretation more straightforward. These
individual slopes for each student were then used as predictors for alcohol use problems
at semester seven. A negative binomial regression was used to predict AUDIT scores at
semester seven, while a logistic regression was used to predict high-risk AUDIT status:
Yi = β0 + β1(drinking/AIE slope) + β2(average drinking probability) + β3(average
academically intense events) + β4(neuroticism) + β5(extraversion) +
β6(neuroticism x drinking/AIE slope) + β7(extraversion x drinking/AIE slope) + ei
where
Yi is the sum of AUDIT alcohol use problems, or the log odds at being at high risk
for alcohol dependence.
The β1 coefficient represents the change in alcohol use problems for a one-unit
increase in the average relationship between daily drinking odds in anticipation of an
academically intense event. The β4 coefficient tests whether there is a change in alcohol
use problems for each point change in neuroticism, while the β5 coefficient tests the same
effect for extraversion. The interaction term between neuroticism or extraversion and
drinking/AIE slope allow for testing of how the odds of drinking in anticipation of a test
or assignment affects alcohol use problems for students with differing levels of
neuroticism or extraversion. The model also accounts for effects of each person’s average
probability of consuming alcohol and the average number of academically intense events.
The error term in this equation captures the random differences between individuals in
alcohol use problems. This technique allows judgement on whether students higher in
either neuroticism or extraversion have an increase in alcohol use problems uniquely
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predicted by their general tendency to drink before a test or assignment across seven
semesters of university (Russell et al., 2017; Mohr et al., 2013).
Results
Descriptives
Out of N=744 participants recruited, 609 students remained in the study until
semester seven. A total of 62,160 daily diaries were recorded out of a possible 72,912
days. Out of the total recorded days, there were 7,633 days on which drinking any
amount of alcohol was reported, with M=5.93, SD=4.10 drinks reported during each
drinking day. This is consistent with previous studies average drinking per session,
however the exact number may vary due to number of binge drinkers present in a sample
(American College Health Association, 2016; Stahre, Naimi, Brewer, & Holt, 2006;
Greenfield & Rogers, 1999).
In order to analyze days where academically intense events occurred, and whether
drinking occurred the previous day, a new variable was created to represent days where
academically intense events occurred. This was done by essentially shifting all data so
that each daily observation contained whether an academically intense event occurred
that day, and whether drinking occurred the previous day. An example dataset showing
how the data was restructured is shown in Figure 5. There was no drinking information
for the day before Diary Day 1 of each semester wave, and drinking information from the
final diary day was lost. This left a total of 57,720 daily diaries in the final set for
analysis.
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Figure 5. Example data showing data restructuring to create variable to represent
drinking information for the day preceding an academically intense event.
Original Data
Restructured Data
ID Diary
Test
Drink
ID Diary
Test
Drink yest.
Day
Today
Today
Day
today
1 1
0
1
1 1
0
1 2
0
0
1 2
0
1
1 3
1
1
1 3
1
0
1 4
0
1
1 4
0
1
1 5
1
0
1 5
1
1
1 6
0
0
1 6
0
0
1 7
1
1
1 7
1
0
1 8
1
0
1 8
1
1
1 9
0
1
1 9
0
0
1 10
0
1
1 10
0
1
1 11
0
0
1 11
0
1
1 12
1
0
1 12
1
0
1 13
0
0
1 13
0
0
1 14
1
1
1 14
1
0
Note: 0 = no test/alcohol use, 1=yes to test/alcohol use.
The quantity of days in different drinking contexts is shown in Table 1. When
drinking alone or on a weekday, there were fewer drinks consumed when compared to
drinking on weekends or drinking with others. Over seven semesters, students reported
10,719 days with tests or exams, and 11,778 days with assignments due. There was an
inverse relationship between academically intense events and drinking days, where the
most drinking occurred on days with the lowest amount of academically intense events.
There was still considerable overlap, however, with 2,213 drinking days occurring before
an academically intense event.
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Table 1. Frequency and descriptive statistics for number of days and their respective
context, with average drinks consumed in each context. Different contexts of the same
category are grouped together.
Drinking Context
Drinking alone
Drinking with others
Drinking alone and with others
Drinking on a weekday
Drinking on a weekend day
Day before test
Day before assignment
Day before both test and
assignment
Any academically intense
event
Without test or assignment

Frequency (% of drinking days,
N=7241)
147 (2.03%)
6834 (94.41%)
226 (3.12%)
1193 (16.48%)
6048 (83.52%)
812 (11.21%)
996 (13.76%)

M(SD)

Median

2.67 (3.69)
6.02 (3.69)
6.80 (4.03)
4.79 (3.94)
6.21 (4.09)
5.92 (4.05)
5.73 (3.78)

1.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

405 (5.59%)

5.76 (4.13)

5.00

2213(30.56%)

5.97(4.10)

5.00

4430 (61.18%)

6.06 (4.15)

5.00

Note: Weekends are Thursday-Saturday, weekdays are Sunday-Wednesday.

Mean drinks across different contexts were similar, and consistent with previous
samples. Solitary versus social drinking was measured, but there were only 147
exclusively solitary drinking days measured out of a total of 7,241 drinking days. One
third of all drinking days occurred before an academically intense event. Men drank more
alcohol per drinking session on average (M = 7.20, SD = 4.70) when compared to women
(M = 5.02, SD = 3.25). However, there were more drinking days for women than men.
Descriptive statistics for neuroticism, extraversion and alcohol use problems are shown in
Table 2. Means across these categories are similar to previous samples. Neuroticism and
extraversion were significantly negatively correlated (r = 0.22, p < .001). There were
minimal gender differences in personality. Women were slightly higher in both
neuroticism (female M = 1.72, SD = 0.74; male M = 1.33, SD = 0.72) and extraversion
(female M = 2.45, SD = 0.77; male M = 2.33, SD = 0.74).
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for continuous variables of personality and alcohol use
problems.
Neuroticism
Extraversion
AUDIT

M(SD)
1.53(0.76)
2.39(0.76)
6.89(5.33)

N
743
744
605

Range
0.00-3.80
0.10-4.00
0.00-30.00

Note: AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test.

The frequency of total drinks reported per drinking session is shown in Figure 6.
The distribution of alcoholic drinks per day was extremely positively skewed, as most
days per participant had no alcohol use reported. On drinking days, there was still an
extreme positive skew, with most participants reporting between one and five drinks per
drinking session. The majority of drinking occurred on Thursdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays, which is consistent with previous samples (Kuntsche & Gmel, 2013). Drinks
per drinking session was consistent across semesters, as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 6. Histogram showing the frequency of number of drinks reported per drinking
day across university.
900
800

Frequency

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Number of Drinks
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Figure 7. Boxplot showing the distribution of alcoholic drinks consumed per drinking
occasion across all semesters in university.

Due to the low number of drinking days that occurred in solitude, drinking
context was not included in any models. However, since students higher in neuroticism
are more likely to drink in solitude (Kuendig & Kuntsche, 2013), any potential
differences in drinking behaviours could be due to differences between students who
drank in solitude compared to students who exclusively consumed alcohol in social
settings. Students who had at least one reported drinking day in solitude (n = 91) had very
similar scores on extraversion (M = 2.36, SD = 0.74) compared to students who only
consumed alcohol in social settings (n = 653) (M = 2.40, SD = 0.76). There were minimal
differences in neuroticism between solitary drinkers (M = 1.55, SD = 0.76) and social
drinkers (M = 1.53, SD = 0.76). Solitary drinkers consumed slightly less alcohol per
session (M = 5.66, SD = 4.45) than social drinkers (M = 6.05, SD = 4.01). However,
solitary drinkers reported a higher number of alcohol use problems (M = 8.33, SD = 5.88)
than social drinkers (M = 6.64, SD = 5.16). While social drinkers reported using alcohol
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on 11.82% of days preceding an academically intense event, solitary drinkers reported
using alcohol on 18.30% of days preceding an academically intense event. While solitary
drinkers had more drinking days occurring before a test or assignment, there were no
characteristic differences in personality or alcohol use behaviour between groups.
All multilevel models contained ethnicity, gender, age, time and potential
polynomial time trends, and weekday versus weekend as control variables. Daily
drinking and binge drinking were both modelled using a logistic distribution, while
drinking quantity was modelled using a negative binomial distribution.
Daily drinking
Multilevel model parameter estimates predicting daily drinking odds are shown in
Table 3. The average probability of drinking on any given day across university was 0.03,
or a 3% chance of drinking on any given day. The odds of drinking on any given day
increased as students progressed through university. Students higher in extraversion had
significantly higher odds of drinking on any given day. Students that were one-unit
higher in extraversion were over twice as likely to drink on any given day, or a 6.44%
chance of drinking on average. There was no significant main effect of neuroticism.
There was a significant negative interaction between extraversion and time, where
differences in the odds of daily drinking between students higher in extraversion and
students lower in extraversion decreased over the course of university. This interaction is
shown in Figure 8. There was no main effect of anticipation of a test or assignment
deadline on drinking odds, and there was no relationship between either neuroticism or
extraversion on drinking odds before an academically intense event.
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Table 3. Multilevel logistic regression model predicting daily drinking odds.
Fixed Effects

OR

95% CI

-3.48 (0.10)***

-

-

Time

0.13 (0.02)***

1.14

1.10, 1.19

Academically Intense Event

0.02 (0.04)

1.02

0.94, 1.11

Extraversion

0.73 (0.12)***

2.09

1.66, 2.62

Intercept

γ (SE)

Neuroticism

-0.03 (0.11)

0.98

0.78, 1.22

Extraversion x Time

-0.09 (0.02)***

0.92

0.88, 0.96

Neuroticism x Time

0.01 (0.02)

1.01

0.97, 1.05

Extraversion x Academically

0.02 (0.05)

1.02

0.92, 1.13

0.01(0.05)

1.01

0.91, 1.11

0.18 (0.12)

1.20

0.95, 1.51

-0.06 (0.07)

0.95

0.83, 1.10

1.36 (0.03)

3.91

3.71, 4.12

-0.06 (0.04)

0.95

0.87, 1.02

-0.61 (0.16)***

0.54

0.40, 0.74

0.51 (0.13)***

1.67

1.30, 2.14

0.68

0.52, 0.89

1.05

0.72, 1.53

Intense Event
Neuroticism x Academically
Intense Event
Extraversion x Neuroticism
Covariates
Gender
Weekend (Weekend=1)
Age
Ethnicity (Caucasian=-1)
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other
* p < .05, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.

-0.39 (0.14)**
0.05 (0.19)
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Figure 8. Interaction plot showing daily drinking odds trajectories across university for
differing levels of extraversion. Students one SD below average extraversion are shown
as low extraversion, and students one SD above average extraversion are shown as high
extraversion.

Daily drinking quantity
Multilevel parameter estimates predicting daily drinking quantity are shown in
Table 4. Students drank significantly more alcohol per drinking session over time during
university. On a typical drinking day, the average student consumed one more drink on
average per drinking session each passing semester. Similar to drinking odds, students
higher in extraversion had significantly higher drinking quantity, where a one-point
increase in a student’s extraversion score leads to a 2.77 times increase in drinking
quantity. Neuroticism was unrelated to drinking quantity. Students higher in extraversion
retained a high average quantity of drinking across university, while students lower in
extraversion began to have similar average drinking quantity towards the end of
university. This interaction is shown in Figure 9. Students drank slightly more alcohol on
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days that preceded academically intense events. This translates to an average increase of
0.48 drinks per drinking session when anticipating a future test or assignment compared
to the average alcohol consumption of M = 5.97 drinks per drinking session. There were
no significant interactions of neuroticism or extraversion with academically intense
events, so students higher in neuroticism or extraversion’s daily drinking quantity did not
depend on anticipation of an academically intense event.
Table 4. Multilevel negative binomial regression model predicting daily drinking
quantity.
Fixed Effects
γ (SE)
eγ
95% CI
Intercept
-2.83 (0.13)***
0.06
-3.08, -2.57
Time
0.21 (0.05)***
1.23
0.11, 0.30
2
Time
-0.01 (0.01)
0.99
-0.02, 0.01
Academically Intense Event
0.08 (0.04)*
1.08
0.00, 0.16
Extraversion
1.02 (0.14)***
2.77
0.74, 1.30
Neuroticism
-0.05 (0.14)
0.95
-0.33, 0.23
Extraversion x Time
-0.11 (0.03)***
0.90
-0.16, -0.06
Neuroticism x Time
0.02 (0.02)
1.02
-0.03, 0.06
Extraversion x Academically
-0.03 (0.06)
0.97
-0.14, 0.08
Intense Event
Neuroticism x Academically
0.08 (0.05)
1.08
-0.03, 0.18
Intense Event
Extraversion x Neuroticism
0.23 (0.15)
1.26
-0.06, 0.51
Covariates
Gender
0.03 (0.09)
1.03
-0.14, 0.21
Weekend (Weekend=1)
1.42 (0.03)***
4.14
1.36, 1.47
Age
-0.04 (0.04)
0.96
-0.13, 0.04
Ethnicity (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.82 (0.19)***
0.44
-1.21, -0.44
Hispanic
0.77 (0.16)***
2.16
0.46, 1.07
Asian
-0.60 (0.17)***
0.55
-0.93, -0.27
Other
0.08 (0.24)
1.08
-0.38, 0.55
* p < .05, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
eγ represents multiplicative constants of average drinking quantity for one unit
increases in associated variable.
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Figure 9. Interaction plot showing drinking quantity trajectories across university.
Students one SD below average extraversion are shown as low extraversion, and students
one SD above average extraversion are shown as high extraversion.

Daily binge drinking
Multilevel parameter estimates predicting daily binge drinking odds are shown in
Table 5. The initial probability of student binge drinking on any given day during the first
semester was 0.0098, or a 1% chance of binge drinking. Students higher in extraversion
were more likely to binge drink. Students higher in extraversion had a higher odds of
binge drinking, but the odds decreased sharply over time to match students lower in
extraversion, so there were minimal differences in binge drinking odds between students
of differing levels of extraversion. The interaction between extraversion and time is
shown in Figure 10. There was no effect of neuroticism or academically intense events on
binge drinking odds. Students with differing levels of neuroticism had no changes in their
daily binge drinking odds, and anticipation of a future test or assignment had no impact
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on binge drinking odds. There were no significant interactions between academically
intense events and extraversion, or academically intense events and neuroticism.
Table 5. Multilevel logistic regression model predicting daily binge drinking odds.
Fixed Effects
γ (SE)
OR
95% CI
Intercept

-4.63 (0.14)***

-

-

Time

0.09 (0.11)

1.10

0.88, 1.36

Time2

0.04 (0.04)

1.04

0.96, 1.13

Time3

-0.01 (0.00)

0.99

0.98, 1.00

Academically Intense Event

0.03 (0.06)

1.03

0.92, 1.15

Extraversion

0.88 (0.14)***

2.40

1.83, 3.16

Neuroticism

-0.01 (0.14)

0.99

0.76, 1.29

Extraversion x Time

-0.05 (0.03)*

0.95

0.90, 1.00

Neuroticism x Time

0.04 (0.02)

1.04

0.99, 1.09

-0.10 (0.07)

0.90

0.79, 1.04

-0.04 (0.06)

0.96

0.84, 1.09

0.17 (0.14)

1.19

0.90, 1.57

Gender

0.19 (0.08)*

1.21

1.02, 1.42

Weekend (Weekend=1)

1.49 (0.04)***

4.45

4.14, 4.79

-0.03 (0.06)

0.97

0.87, 1.08

-1.01 (0.20)***

0.37

0.25, 0.54

0.63 (0.15)***

1.88

1.40, 2.51

-0.58 (0.16)***

0.56

0.41, 0.78

1.33

0.85, 2.07

Extraversion x Academically
Intense Event
Neuroticism x Academically
Intense Event
Extraversion x Neuroticism
Covariates

Age
Ethnicity (Caucasian=-1)
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.

0.28 (0.23)
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Figure 10. Interaction plot showing binge drinking odds trajectories across university.
Students one SD below average extraversion are shown as low extraversion, and students
one SD above average extraversion are shown as high extraversion.

Alcohol use problems
Distributions of drinking outcomes and academically intense event slopes are
shown in Figure 11. There was no student within the sample who was more likely to
drink on days that preceded academically intense events compared to days that did not
precede academically intense events. Drinking/AIE slope (M = -16.95, SD = 3.83)
estimates ranged from -37.6 to -1.57. Average daily drinking quantity before an
academically intense event slopes (M = 8.20, SD = 2.39) ranged from 3.71 to 12.86, so
students drank between 1.04 to 1.13 times more alcohol on days preceding academically
intense events. Binge/AIE slope (M = 2.84, SD = 0.90) estimates ranged from 1.70 to
5.55, so students were between 1.02 and 1.06 times more likely to binge drink before a
test or assignment. Students did not have increased odds of drinking in anticipation of a
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test or assignment. If students did drink on days before a test or assignment, they would
consume more alcohol than average.
Figure 11. Histograms showing range of AIE slopes for a) daily drinking odds, b)
drinking quantity, and c) binge drinking odds.
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Negative binomial regression parameter estimates for daily drinking odds and
academically intense event slopes predicting AUDIT scores are shown in Table 6. There
was no significant relationship between individual drinking/AIE slopes and alcohol use
problems. There was no significant relationship between extraversion or neuroticism on
number of alcohol-use problems. Logistic regression parameter estimates for
drinking/AIE slopes and odds of being high risk for alcohol dependence are shown in
Table 7. The intercept in this model represents the odds of a student being high risk for
developing alcohol dependence when all other predictors equal zero, which is a value not
represented in the range of drinking/AIE slopes. Values for drinking/AIE slopes were not
centered to correct the intercept, to keep interpretation of coefficients for main effects and
interactions less complicated. Importantly, centering does not change the effects present
in the model. There was a significant positive relationship between academically intense
event drinking slopes and being at high risk for alcohol dependence. Students who had
relatively greater odds of drinking before an academically intense event had higher odds
of being at high risk for developing alcohol dependence. There was also a significant
interaction between extraversion and drinking/AIE slopes, where students higher in
extraversion had higher risk of alcohol dependence regardless of how likely they were to
drink before a test or assignment. Students lower in extraversion who were relatively
more likely to drink before a test or assignment were at greater risk for alcohol
dependence. This interaction is shown in Figure 12. Neuroticism had no significant
associations with alcohol use problems, odds of being high risk for alcohol dependence,
or interactions with daily drinking odds before an academically intense event.
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Table 6. Daily academically intense event and daily drinking odds slope negative
binomial regression model predicting total AUDIT score.
Predictor
b(SE)
eγ
Wald 95% CI
Intercept
2.14 (0.54)***
8.50
1.05, 3.17
Drinking / AIE slope
0.00 (0.03)
1.00
-0.06, 0.06
Extraversion
0.13 (0.16)
1.14
-0.18, 0.44
Neuroticism
0.26 (0.17)
1.30
-0.08, 0.59
Extraversion x Drinking / AIE slope
0.00 (0.01)
1.00
-0.01, 0.01
Neuroticism x Drinking / AIE slope
0.01 (0.01)
1.01
-0.1, 0.03
Covariates
Average academically intense event
-0.01 (0.00)*
0.99
-0.01, 0.00
Average drinking odds
0.41 (0.02)***
1.51
0.37, 0.46
Gender (Male=1)
0.26 (0.06)***
1.30
0.15, 0.37
Race (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.08 (0.06)
0.92
-0.20, 0.04
Hispanic
0.01 (0.05)
1.01
-0.08, 0.11
Asian
-0.13 (0.05)*
0.88
-0.21, -0.03
Other
0.03 (0.07)
1.03
-0.12, 0.17
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
AIE = Academically intense event.
eγ represents multiplicative constants for average number of alcohol use problems.
Table 7. Daily academically intense event and daily drinking odds slope logistic
regression model predicting high-risk AUDIT status odds.
Predictor
b(SE)
OR
Intercept
4.32 (2.08)*
Drinking / AIE slope
0.32 (0.12)**
1.37
Extraversion
-1.22 (0.63)
0.30
Neuroticism
-0.29 (0.63)
0.75
Extraversion x Drinking / AIE slope
-0.10 (0.04)**
0.90
Neuroticism x Drinking / AIE slope
-0.03 (0.04)
0.97
Covariates
Average academically intense event
0.02 (0.01)**
1.02
Average drinking odds
1.03 (0.10)***
2.80
Gender (Male=1)
0.68 (0.21)**
1.98
Race (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.26 (0.23)
0.77
Hispanic
-0.01 (0.17)
0.99
Asian
-0.65 (0.21)**
0.52
Other
0.62 (0.26)*
1.86
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
AIE = Academically intense event.

95% CI
1.09, 1.72
0.09, 1.02
0.22, 2.57
0.84, 0.97
0.90, 1.04
1.01, 1.04
2.30, 3.40
1.31, 2.99
0.49, 1.21
0.70, 1.34
0.35, 0.80
1.12, 3.10
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Figure 12. Interaction plot showing AUDIT high risk odds as a product of extraversion
and each student’s daily drinking odds before an academically intense event relationship.
Students one SD below average are Low Extraversion, and students one SD above
average are High Extraversion.

Negative binomial regression parameter estimates for daily drinking quantity and
academically intense event slopes predicting alcohol use problems are shown in Table 8,
and logistic regression parameter estimates predicting odds of being at high risk for
alcohol dependence are shown in Table 9. Students who drank more per drinking session
in anticipation an academically intense event had no differences in their alcohol use
problems. There was a significant interaction between quantity/AIE slopes and
extraversion predicting alcohol use problems, where the differences in alcohol use
problems between students of differing extraversion decreased as drinking quantity
before a test or assignment increased. This interaction is shown in Figure 13. There were
no significant interactions or main effects for neuroticism.
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Table 8. Daily academically intense event and drinking quantity slope negative binomial
regression model predicting total AUDIT score.
Predictor
b (SE)
eγ
Wald 95% CI
Intercept
0.20 (0.90)
1.22
-1.56, 1.97
Quantity / AIE slope
0.17 (0.09)
1.19
-0.01, 0.35
Extraversion
0.48 (0.13)***
1.62
0.22, 0.73
Neuroticism
0.15 (0.13)
1.16
-0.11, 0.42
Extraversion x Quantity / AIE slope
-0.04 (0.01)**
0.96
-0.07, -0.01
Neuroticism x Quantity / AIE slope
0.00 (0.01)
1.00
-0.03, 0.03
Covariates
Average academically intense event
-0.01 (0.00)*
0.99
-0.01, 0.00
Average drinking quantity
0.23 (0.11)*
1.26
0.02, 0.45
Gender (Male=1)
0.17 (0.05)**
1.19
0.07, 0.27
Race (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.06 (0.06)
0.94
-0.17, 0.05
Hispanic
0.00 (0.05)
1.00
-0.09, 0.09
Asian
-0.08 (0.05)
0.92
-0.18, 0.02
Other
0.02 (0.07)
1.02
-0.11, 0.15
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
AIE = Academically intense event.
eγ represents multiplicative constants for average number of alcohol use problems.
Table 9. Daily academically intense event and drinking quantity slope logistic regression
model predicting high-risk AUDIT status.
Predictor
b(SE)
OR
95% CI
Intercept
-3.54 (4.06)
Quantity / AIE slope
0.16 (0.41)
1.17
0.52, 2.62
Extraversion
0.43 (0.80)
1.54
0.32, 7.42
Neuroticism
0.50 (0.74)
1.65
0.38, 7.09
Extraversion x Quantity / AIE slope
0.00 (0.08)
1.00
0.84, 1.18
Neuroticism x Quantity / AIE slope
-0.02 (0.08)
0.98
0.84, 1.14
Covariates
Average academically intense event
0.02 (0.01)*
1.02
1.01, 1.04
Average drinking quantity
0.79 (0.43)
2.20
0.94, 5.15
Gender (Male=1)
0.50 (0.21)*
1.65
1.09, 2.50
Race (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.18 (0.21)
0.93
0.52, 1.33
Hispanic
-0.04 (0.18)
0.96
0.68, 1.36
Asian
-0.56 (0.22)**
0.57
0.37, 0.87
Other
0.60 (0.27)*
1.83
1.07, 3.12
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
AIE = Academically intense event.
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Figure 13. Interaction plot showing differences in alcohol-use problems at the end of
university as a product of extraversion score and each student’s average drinking quantity
before an academically intense event relationship. Students one SD below average are
Low Extraversion, and students one SD above average are High Extraversion.

Negative binomial regression parameter estimates for daily binge drinking odds
and academically intense event slopes predicting alcohol use problems are shown in
Table 10, and logistic regression parameter estimates predicting odds for being at high
risk for alcohol dependence are shown in Table 11. Students who were more likely to
binge drink before academically intense events had more alcohol use problems but had
no difference in their odds of being high risk for alcohol dependence. Extraversion in this
model significantly predicted increased alcohol use problems but did not predict changes
in the odds of having a high risk of developing alcohol use problems. There was a
significant negative interaction between extraversion and daily binge drinking before an
academically intense event predicting alcohol use problems, where students who were
higher in extraversion had similar alcohol use problems compared to those with higher
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odds of binge drinking before an academically intense event who were lower in
extraversion. This interaction is shown in Figure 14.
Table 10. Daily academically intense event and binge drinking odds slope negative
binomial regression model predicting total AUDIT score.
Predictor
b (SE)
eγ
Wald 95% CI
Intercept
0.86 (0.52)
2.36
-0.16, 1.88
Binge / AIE slope
0.43 (0.13)**
1.54
0.17, 0.70
Extraversion
0.49 (0.12)***
1.63
0.26, 0.72
Neuroticism
0.18 (0.12)
1.20
-0.05, 0.41
Extraversion x Binge / AIE slope
-0.11 (0.04)**
0.90
-0.19, -0.04
Neuroticism x Binge / AIE slope
-0.02 (0.04)
0.98
-0.10, 0.05
Covariates
Average academically intense event
0.00 (0.00)
1.00
0.00, 0.00
Average binge drinking odds
0.27 (0.05)***
1.31
0.18, 0.37
Gender (Male=1)
0.15 (0.05)**
1.16
0.04, 0.25
Race (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.02 (0.06)
0.98
-0.13, 0.10
Hispanic
0.03 (0.05)
1.03
-0.07, 0.12
Asian
-0.11 (0.05)*
0.90
-0.21, 0.00
Other
-0.02 (0.07)
0.98
-0.16, 0.12
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
AIE = Academically intense event.
eγ represents multiplicative constants for average number of alcohol use problems.
Table 11. Daily academically intense event and binge drinking odds slope logistic
regression model predicting high-risk AUDIT status.
Parameter
b(SE)
OR
95% CI
Intercept
-1.33 (2.39)
Binge / AIE slope
0.85 (0.65)
2.34
0.66, 8.31
Extraversion
0.97 (0.61)
2.63
0.79, 8.79
Neuroticism
0.97 (0.61)
2.64
0.89, 7.81
Extraversion x Binge / AIE slope
-0.21 (0.19)
0.81
0.56, 1.17
Neuroticism x Binge / AIE slope
-0.22 (0.17)
0.80
0.57, 1.12
Covariates
Average academically intense event
0.00 (0.01)
1.00
0.99, 1.02
Average binge drinking odds
1.10 (0.20)***
3.01
2.05, 4.41
Gender (Male=1)
0.30 (0.22)
1.35
0.87, 2.07
Race (Caucasian=-1)
Black
-0.10 (0.24)
0.90
0.65, 1.45
Hispanic
-0.02 (0.18)
0.98
0.68, 1.40
Asian
-0.55 (0.23)*
0.58
0.37, 0.90
Other
0.55 (0.28)*
1.74
1.01, 2.99
* p < .01, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
AIE = Academically intense event.
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Figure 14. Interaction plot showing differences in alcohol-use problems a function of
extraversion score and each student’s average binge drinking odds before an
academically intense event relationship. Students one SD below average are Low
Extraversion, and students one SD above average are High Extraversion.

Summary
Students who were higher in extraversion engaged in more daily drinking than
students who were lower in extraversion, across university. There were no associations
between neuroticism and daily drinking. Students higher in extraversion were not more
likely to drink when anticipating a test or assignment due the following day. Students
who were higher in neuroticism were not more likely to drink alcohol on days preceding
a test or assignment. Students higher in extraversion had more alcohol use problems at
the end of university, and were at a higher risk for alcohol dependence, regardless of their
drinking behaviour on days before a test or assignment. However, students lower in
extraversion who engaged in more daily drinking before a test or assignment had more
alcohol use problems at the end of university. Students higher in neuroticism who
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consumed more alcohol before tests or assignments did not have more alcohol use
problems and had no change in their risk for alcohol dependence.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship of personality to
hazardous alcohol use and alcohol use problems in undergraduates across university.
Student’s personality traits were measured at the beginning of university, and there was a
14-day daily diary burst each semester measuring daily drinking behaviours. High
extraversion was expected to increase daily drinking odds, daily drinking quantity, and
binge drinking odds, while neuroticism was not expected to be directly associated with
any drinking outcome. Students who were higher in neuroticism would be more likely to
drink on days before tests and assignments, while students higher in extraversion would
not be more likely to drink on those days. Students higher in neuroticism who were more
likely to drink before an academically intense event would have more alcohol use
problems at the end of university, while students higher in extraversion would have no
association between alcohol use before academically intense events and alcohol use
problems.
As expected, extraversion strongly predicted increased drinking odds, drinking
quantity, and binge drinking odds. Neuroticism was not associated with daily drinking
odds, drinking quantity, or binge drinking odds. There was no interaction between
extraversion and the anticipation of an academically intense events on any daily alcohol
use outcome, which is consistent with hypothesis two. Contrary to hypothesis two, there
was also no association between neuroticism and the anticipation of academically intense
events on any daily alcohol use outcome. The level of extraversion or neuroticism of each
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student had no bearing on their odds to consume alcohol, or drink in greater quantities in
anticipation of a future test or assignment. Students higher in extraversion had higher
alcohol use problems and odds of being high risk of alcohol dependence at the end of
university. Neuroticism was not associated with alcohol use but was associated with
increased rate of alcohol use problems at the end of university, though less so than
students who reported high levels of extraversion. These results are consistent with
previous investigations into the relationships between personality and alcohol use.
Students who drank more alcohol before an academically intense event had more alcohol
use problems at the end of university, but had no effect on students higher in
extraversion.
Personality and daily alcohol use
Students that were higher in extraversion were more likely to drink on any day,
drink in higher amounts, and more likely to binge drink across university. These results
are consistent with hypothesis one, where students higher in extraversion had higher odds
of daily drinking, higher drinking quantity during drinking sessions, and higher odds of
binge drinking. This finding is consistent with previous studies into extraversion and
alcohol use (Kilbey et al., 1998; Merenäkk et al., 2003; Hakulinen et al., 2015). Students
who are higher in extraversion likely have more opportunities to consume alcohol in a
socially-acceptable manner, as they may find themselves as a greater part of the campus
alcohol culture than other students. Students higher in extraversion would talk to more of
their fellow students and would be more likely to attend more of the alcohol-centered
events and parties occurring on campus.
The magnitude of the effect of extraversion on daily alcohol use was large.
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Students higher in extraversion were twice as likely to drink on any day, drank twice as
much, and were twice as likely to binge drink compared to students with average levels
of extraversion. The strength of this relationship is consistent with previous
conceptualizations of the externalizing developmental pathway for alcohol use problems.
One feature of extraversion is a higher behavioural activation: a tendency to act in ways
that maximize the feeling of reward (Gray, 1970). Students that are higher in facets of
extraversion, such as positive sensation seeking or gregariousness, have higher desires to
engage in whatever activities give them the most positive feelings (Quilty, DeYoung,
Oakman, & Bagby, 2014). Individuals higher in these facets and behavioural activation
are also less resistance to peer influence (Stautz & Cooper, 2014). Students that are
higher in extraversion are likely to have more opportunities to drink alcohol and lack the
behavioural inhibition to refuse those opportunities. However, while students higher in
extraversion were twice as likely to binge drink, this only increased their daily probability
of binge drinking to 2%. Compared to other predictors of heavy alcohol use, such as
family history of alcohol abuse and age of first drink (Howard et al., 2015), this effect is
small.
Neuroticism was not associated with increased drinking odds, drinking quantity or
binge drinking odds. These results are mostly consistent with hypotheses one, however
we had predicted that students higher in neuroticism would still have increased daily
drinking odds, as a function of drinking in anticipation of tests or assignments. This
absent main effect is consistent with previous research showing that neuroticism and
alcohol use are not related (Grekin et al., 2006; Goldstein & Flett, 2009). In this sample,
neuroticism and extraversion were negatively correlated. If students higher in neuroticism
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tend to be lower in extraversion, and students higher in extraversion drank more alcohol,
it is reasonable that students higher in neuroticism would drink less alcohol. Students
higher in neuroticism would have fewer social opportunities to engage in the alcoholpositive culture of university, leading them to drink less than students higher in
extraversion who do take part in the alcohol culture of university.
Academically intense events and drinking outcomes
While students were less likely to drink on days before a test or assignment, they
would drink a few sips of alcohol more than their average if they were drinking on the
day before a test or assignment. There were no personality interactions with future
academically intense events on any daily drinking outcome. Neither students higher in
extraversion or neuroticism were more likely to drink on the day before a test or
assignment. Out of students who did drink in anticipation of a test or assignment, they
typically had higher extraversion scores (M = 2.46, SD = 0.72) than neuroticism scores
(M = 1.51, SD = 0.74), but there is minimal difference in personality scores between
those who did drink in anticipation of a test or assignment and those who did not. This
result is consistent with the hypothesis that students higher in extraversion would not be
more likely to drink before an academically intense event. Students that are higher in
extraversion typically do not have the same amount of stress reactivity compared to those
higher in neuroticism (Jonassaint et al., 2009; Evans et al., 2016). Students high in
extraversion would be less likely to use alcohol to deal with the anticipation of future
stressors.
Contrary to our hypothesis, students who were high in neuroticism were not more
likely to drink alcohol or drink heavily before an academically intense event. Given that
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students are more likely to drink during days with more stressors (Russell et al., 2017)
and that students higher in neuroticism experience greater stress from stressors (Tong,
2010), why was there no relationship between neuroticism and academically intense
events?
The first potential factor in the neuroticism and alcohol use relationship lies
within the type of stressor chosen for this study. There may not be an association between
neuroticism and academically intense events because academically intense events are not
stressful enough to warrant using alcohol as a coping mechanism amongst most students
higher in neuroticism. While individuals higher in neuroticism experience more stress
from stressful situations, it might be those stressors do not pass a threshold required for
them to use alcohol. Controlling for personality, the average student only consumed 8%
more alcohol on days preceding academically intense events. Personal stressors, such as
relationship problems, parental pressures, financial strain, or the severity of depression or
anxiety symptoms, may be more powerful stressors to individuals higher in neuroticism.
While students higher in neuroticism appraise stressful situations as more subjectively
stressful, these students still view situations that are objectively more stressful as being
more stressful (Espejo et al., 2010). These more severe stressors may instigate the
drinking to cope mechanism more than academically intense events. Students higher in
neuroticism may be drinking in response to these stressors, rather than to the
academically intense events chosen for this study. They may still be drinking in response
to the anticipation of stressors, and their drinking is causing deficits at these events, but
those stressors are not academically intense events.
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The second potential factor may be differential ratings of how stressful each
academically intense event is for those higher in neuroticism. Students higher in
neuroticism are more likely to drink alcohol when there are stressors, but drinking levels
differ in the absence of a stressor (Armeli, DeHart, Tennen, Todd, & Affleck, 2007).
Individuals who are higher in neuroticism change their coping style from adaptive to
maladaptive depending on their subjective appraisal of the stressor severity (Boyes &
French, 2012). In the work environment, those higher in neuroticism desire to use alcohol
on days with high stress than those lower in neuroticism. However, they desire to drink
less than those lower in neuroticism on days with very few stressors (Liu et al., 2009).
Alcohol use for those higher in neuroticism may occur more on days that are appraised as
stressful, rather than a specific type of stressor. Without accounting for the perceived
stress caused by an event, any interaction between neuroticism and daily drinking
outcomes may be counted as null.
The third potential factor lies within how students higher in neuroticism actually
cope with stressful events. Students higher in neuroticism may not use alcohol in
anticipation of stressors, but instead use alcohol after the stressor has occurred. The
negative reaction caused by the stressful event may be more salient than the stress caused
by the anticipation of that stressor. Those higher in neuroticism may also be more likely
to use alcohol after receiving potentially negative feedback for those academically
intense events, rather than the anticipation of them. Since students higher in neuroticism
are higher in impulsivity, they may be less likely to properly recognize upcoming
stressors as negative until after the event has occurred. There may not be enough stress
before the academically intense event, but there may be negative affect in response.
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Predictors of alcohol use problems
Students who were relatively more likely to drink alcohol than others before
academically intense events were at higher risk for alcohol dependence, while students
who were more likely to binge drink before academically intense events had a higher
number of alcohol use problems but were not high risk for alcohol use dependence. Since
there were no students who were more likely to drink before an academically intense
event than their base probability of daily drinking, this means that students who had a
smaller reduction in their daily drinking odds, or students whose drinking/AIE slopes
were closer to 0, are more likely to be at high-risk for developing alcohol use
dependence. Students who were more likely to binge drink before academically intense
events may just be increasing their likelihood of experiencing some of the negative
alcohol use consequences measured by the AUDIT, such as “failing to do what is
expected of you”, but this behaviour is not necessarily of clinical significance. These
results support the original premise of this study, that alcohol use before an academically
intense event can be problematic. However, the severity of alcohol use in anticipation of
a test or assignment is not as clinically significant as whether students appropriately
change their drinking odds in anticipation of a test or assignment.
Students who were higher in extraversion had more alcohol use problems, with
minimal differences between students higher in extraversion who were lighter drinkers
before a test or assignment and those students who were heavier drinkers. Drinking
behaviour before a test or assignment was more impactful for students who were average
or lower in extraversion. Students who are higher in extraversion seem to have higher
rates of alcohol use problems through heavy and frequent alcohol use, regardless of the
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timing of the alcohol use. Students lower in extraversion who use alcohol in anticipation
of a test or assignment appear to be on track for increased alcohol use problems by the
end of university.
Students higher in extraversion having higher alcohol use problems through
heavy and frequent alcohol use is consistent with hypothesis three. This result is also
consistent with conceptualizations of the externalizing pathway (Hussong et al., 2011).
Students who are higher in extraversion may be taking part in more drinking situations
and be part of more alcohol-positive and deviant peer networks when compared to
students lower in extraversion. Students higher in extraversion may have more difficulty
refusing social situations involving alcohol (Quilty et al., 2014), which leads to more
opportunities for heavy alcohol use. These students higher in extraversion are likely
engaging in these heavy drinking behaviours without properly considering the context or
the high-risk nature of their heavy drinking, a key component of the externalizing
pathway (Zucker, Heitzeg, & Nigg, 2011).
It is important to note that while extraversion increases the risk of alcohol
dependence, extraversion is not necessarily a hazardous personality trait. The vast
majority of students who drink heavily in university, primarily consisting of students
higher in extraversion, do not go on to form an alcohol use disorder (Staff et al., 2013).
Only 2% of days were binge drinking days for students higher in extraversion.
Furthermore, a high AUDIT score does not necessarily indicate alcohol dependence, but
rather identifies students at a higher risk of being or becoming higher risk for alcohol
dependence. Students can be at high risk for alcohol dependence and not go on to develop
alcohol dependence, or can be identified in error (Boschloo et al., 2010). Factors such as
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family history, age of onset, and adolescent mental health issues, are much stronger risk
factors for alcohol dependence (Hicks, Iacono, & McGue, 2010; Kendler, Prescott,
Myers, & Neale, 2003). Students higher in extraversion are nonetheless increasing their
risk of becoming alcohol dependent by engaging in the positive alcohol culture of
university that is above and beyond these effects.
There was no association between neuroticism and alcohol use problems.
Students that were higher in neuroticism did not have increased alcohol use problems or
increased odds of being at high risk for developing alcohol dependence. This is consistent
from our previous models that showed there was no association between neuroticism and
alcohol use but is contrary to previous research into the effects of neuroticism on alcohol
use problems. There was also no association between neuroticism and alcohol use before
an academically intense event. Students who were higher in neuroticism were not more
likely to use alcohol before an academically intense event, and the students who did had
no increase in alcohol use problems.
These results are contrary to previous research suggesting that students higher in
neuroticism are at greater risk for alcohol dependence (Mezquita et al., 2010) and is at
odds with research showing that neuroticism is linked to the most problematic of drinking
profiles (Kuntsche et al., 2008). A potential explanation for this result is that a facet of
neuroticism that is uniquely predictive of alcohol use is not appropriately identified in our
neuroticism measure. There are multiple facets of neuroticism meant to cover the
maladaptive features of personality that may result in a clinical personality disorder
diagnosis: anxiety, depression, hostility, self-consciousness, impulsivity and vulnerability
(Farmer, McGuffin, & Williams, 2002). Individuals higher in neuroticism tend to have
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higher emotional and fear responses, which in certain situations may be adaptive and
appropriate reactions to their environment (Barlow, Ellard, Sauer-Zavala, Bullis, & Carl,
2014).
One facet of neuroticism that is linked to alcohol use is impulsivity: a general
behavioural trait that leads to action without deliberation (Cross, Copping, & Campbell,
2011). Impulsivity is highly correlated with many psychiatric disorders, including
substance abuse (Moeller, Barratt, Dougherty, Schmitz, & Swann, 2001). Impulsivity is
predictive of daily alcohol use, but not predictive of alcohol use problems (Stautz, Dinc,
& Cooper, 2017). However, individual features of impulsivity are predictive of alcohol
use disorder (Boschloo et al,. 2012). In the present study, none of the items in our
neuroticism measure specifically measured characteristics of impulsivity. Impulsivity
may be more predictive of daily drinking before a test or assignment compared to a
global measure of neuroticism.
Another potential cause of this discrepancy may by our sampling window of
university. Neuroticism may not be a meaningful predictor of alcohol use problems until
after university. A large proportion of alcohol-dependence diagnoses occur outside of
university (Moffitt et al., 2010), and many alcohol-dependent samples that are higher in
neuroticism are in their thirties or higher (Schwandt, Heilig, Hommer, George, &
Ramchandani, 2013). Neuroticism may be an important predictor for alcohol use
problems, but just not in this developmental period.
These results suggest that it is possible that neuroticism is not implicated in this
stage of the internalizing developmental pathway of alcohol dependence. An increase in
alcohol use problems for students who had relatively higher odds of drinking and
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drinking heavily in anticipation of a test or assignment was only accurate in one group:
students who were lower in extraversion. Students who were lower in extraversion and
who drank heavily in anticipation of a test or assignment had similar alcohol use
problems to those higher in extraversion. This type of tension-reduction drinking was not
seen in students higher in neuroticism, so this sort of drinking to cope with the
anticipation of a stressor may only be important for those who are higher in introversion
instead.
Introversion is conceptually opposite to extraversion, characterized by an
avoidance of social situations, a preference for autonomy from others, and a tendency to
seek reward from sources other than peers (Jung, 1921; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975).
Individuals who are higher in introversion tend to have lower self-esteem and feel
lonelier than those higher in extraversion (Kamath & Kanekar, 1993). Low extraversion
has been found to be associated with similar psychiatric disorders as neuroticism, high
emotional instability, and with neuroticism itself (Aron & Aron, 1997; Bienvenu,
Hettema, Neale, Prescott, & Kendler, 2007; Jylhӓ, Melartin, Rytsӓlӓ, & Isometsӓ, 2009).
Students higher in introversion, who also have lower self-esteem and higher loneliness,
plan to use alcohol during university as a social lubricant to improve their image and
reputation (Korn & Maggs, 2004). Extraversion is negatively correlated with drinking to
cope with anxiety and depression motivations, implying that students lower in
extraversion are more like to drink in respond to stressors (Stewart & Devine, 2000).
The internalizing developmental pathway towards alcohol dependence in
emerging adulthood may not involve neuroticism at all, but rather some characteristics of
introversion. Since students higher in introversion tend to have similar types of
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internalizing problems, introversion is a reasonable candidate for a personality predictor
for entering the internalizing pathway. Since students higher in extraversion generally
used alcohol more often and in heavier quantities, those lower in extraversion would use
less alcohol. While being higher in introversion may not be a risk factor by itself for
alcohol use problems, if students are more likely to drink heavily in anticipation of a test
or assignment, this pattern of drinking behaviour could increase risk of alcohol use
problems at the end of university. The stressor-alcohol link for those low in extraversion
is uniquely predictive of alcohol use problems, even though they do not drink as heavily
as those higher in extraversion. Future studies can measure introversion independently to
confirm introversions role in alcohol use in emerging adulthood.
Within measurement of extraversion and neuroticism in the ULS, potential
changes in personality over the course of university were not measured. Both personality
types change over time. On average, both extraversion and neuroticism decrease over
time within an individual, but the rank order of personality traits within the individual
remain relatively stable (Roberts & DelVecchio, 2000; Scollon & Diener, 2006). These
changes in extraversion and neuroticism over time are largely influenced by a person’s
environment across the lifespan (Kandler, 2012). Decreases in neuroticism and
impulsivity have been associated with reduced alcohol consumption over time
(Littlefield, Sher, & Wood, 2009). Personality measured at the beginning of university
may not be the most optimal predictor for future alcohol use problems as drinking
behaviour becomes more normative across university.
Due to the prevalence of alcohol use in university, there is a large body of
research into which intervention programs are effective at reducing university alcohol
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abuse, and for which students those interventions are the most effective. Interventions
targeting first year university students and their drinking behaviours are generally
effective (Scott-Sheldon, Carey, Elliott, Garey, & Carey, 2014). However, interventions
targeting alcohol use expectancies and motivations have limited long term effects (ScottSheldon, Terry, Carey, Garey, & Carey, 2012), and interventions targeting Greek letter
organizations, groups generally higher in extraversion (Park, Sher, Wood, & Krull,
2009), are less effective if the interventions focused on personal high-risk situation
identification (Scott-Sheldon, Carey, Kaiser, Knight, & Carey, 2016). Interventions
aimed at harm reduction, or attempting to reduce the consequences of alcohol use
(Rosenberg et al., 2011), are generally effective at reducing alcohol use and alcohol use
problems in university (Fachini, Aliane, Martinez & Furtado, 2012).
Individual differences in personality come with different coping strategy targets
and effectiveness in regards to interventions. Individuals higher in neuroticism are more
likely to engage in avoidant coping for tasks that are appraised as being highly stressful,
while individuals higher in extraversion engage in proactive coping for stressful events
(Boyes & French, 2012; Straud, McNaughton-Cassill, & Fuhrman, 2015). Students
higher in extraversion are less likely to seek out assistance for alcohol use compared to
students higher in introversion, while there is no association with neuroticism and help
seeking behaviour (Raynor & Levine, 2009). Students higher in extraversion are more
likely to seek support from their social group (Krause, Pargament, & Ironson, 2017).
While students higher in neuroticism do not seek out more professional help with coping
skills, these interventions are effective (Stillmaker & Kasser, 2013).
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The results of this study may inform university alcohol intervention programs
based on individual differences in personality and associated drinking behaviours. When
presented with students higher in introversion, given our finding that students higher in
introversion engage in hazardous alcohol use by drinking in anticipation of stressors,
intervention programs could highlight the potential hazard of this specific type of
drinking to cope as a unique form of hazardous alcohol use. Interventions programs that
are presented with students higher in extraversion, given our finding that students higher
in extraversion engage in more daily drinking and have more alcohol use problems,
should focus on harm reduction strategies to reduce their amount of alcohol use problems
and negative consequences. Intervention programs should also teach students higher in
extraversion how to identify hazardous alcohol use in their peers, and how to refer those
peers to intervention services on campus. Since interventions that are tailored to the
individual are effective (e.g., Bingham et al., 2010), this study’s recommendations can
potentially increase efficacy in university student alcohol interventions.
Noteworthy covariates
Some covariates included in each model had significant effects on drinking
outcomes. Gender did not predict daily drinking odds or drinking quantity, but men had
20% higher odds of binge drinking on any given day. Men also had more alcohol use
problems at the end of university and were higher odds of being high risk for alcohol
dependence. This finding is consistent with previous research, where men tend to be
higher high-risk status for alcohol dependence and have an increased incidence rate of
alcohol dependence diagnosis (Gomberg, 1997; Stewart et al., 2009). Men are more
likely to drink more heavily and experience more alcohol use problems at earlier ages
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when compared to women, who tend to engage in hazardous drinking later in life
(Fillmore et al., 1997; Keyes, Martins, Blanco, & Hasin, 2010). In the university context,
this indicates that more preventative measures and programs should be focused towards
men in order to reduce their likelihood of suffering from alcohol dependence during this
critical period.
Students who identified as Black or Asian were less likely to drink, drank less
alcohol per drinking session and were less likely to binge drink when compared to
Caucasian students. Students who identified as Black had no difference in their alcohol
use problems, but Asian students had fewer alcohol use problems and a lower probability
of being high-risk for alcohol dependence. Students who identified as Hispanic drank
more often, drank more alcohol per drinking session and were more likely to binge drink
when compared to Caucasian students, but did not differ in alcohol use problems.
Previous research typically shows a decrease in alcohol use for students who identify as
Black or Hispanic, but an increase in alcohol use problems (Zenmore et al., 2016).
However, factors such as ethnic community norms against alcohol use and successful
acculturation into predominately Caucasian cultures does show a decrease in alcohol use
and alcohol use problems (Caetano & Clark, 1999; Bryant & Kim, 2013). Ensuring that
minorities are readily accepted into university culture may limit the possibility of
hazardous alcohol use and alcohol use problems.
Drinking odds and drinking quantity generally increased over time across
university. With each passing semester, students were 14% more likely to consume
alcohol on any given day and would drink one more drink on average per drinking
session. This effect was weakened for students higher in extraversion. This is potentially
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due to the effects of alcohol normalization over the course of university. As alcohol use
becomes more accepted and normal across university, more students may be starting to
use alcohol in heavier amounts as they are exposed to the alcohol-positive campus
culture. Personality may be less important of a predictor of alcohol use over time due to
the increase in number of students engaging in alcohol use.
Limitations
A principal limitation lies within the recruitment of participants for this sample.
The original ULS sample was recruited to assess daily drinking and sexual behaviours
across university for the average student, rather than assessing drinking behaviour
specifically. Students who did not drink throughout university, or did not drink regularly,
were included in the sample. This resulted in a lower number of drinking days across
university compared to what could have been achieved with an equal number of regular
drinkers. This leads to a lower power to test the effects of personality and alcohol use
timing on alcohol use problems. A key feature of the hypotheses was to determine the
factors that cause some students who use alcohol to develop alcohol use problems and not
others. Since there are only minimal personality differences between drinkers and nondrinkers (Lac & Donaldson, 2016), including these drinkers may reduce the power to
detect the actual effects of personality on drinking behaviour.
Another limitation lies within the sampling window during each semester. While
a feature of the ULS was to assess daily activities such as tests and assignments, daily
diary burst sampling occurred exclusively during times when there were no final exams
scheduled. While regular tests and assignments did happen, any exam-heavy period on
average was avoided. Academically intense events were chosen to represent an event that
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typically requires sobriety beforehand to succeed and has a penalty that is experienced
within the sampling window. Most drinks were consumed on weekends, preceding days
that do not actually have tests or assignments. These factors led to a generally low
number of test and assignments coinciding with drinking days, leading to low power to
detect possible deleterious effects of drinking before academically intense events.
However, there were a reasonable number of drinking days occurring before
academically intense events. Future research could use larger sampling windows, or
sample during midterm and exam periods in university to increase power.
Conclusion
Students who drank more alcohol and were more likely to binge drink before an
academically intense event were more likely to have higher alcohol use problems and be
at high risk for alcohol-dependence. There were no personality differences in the
tendency to drink more before academically intense events. Drinking in inappropriate
contexts are universally connected to alcohol use problems, regardless of individual
differences in personality. This study highlights the fact that there are forms of hazardous
alcohol use that are beyond the alcohol consumed. While heavy alcohol use is one form
of hazardous drinking, the context surrounding the alcohol use can be uniquely predictive
of alcohol use problems. Students who drank more alcohol before a test or exam are more
at-risk for alcohol use problems independent of their average drinking levels.
Preventative programs for hazardous alcohol use in university should highlight the
potential risks of using alcohol at inappropriate times, as the context of use can increase
the probability of alcohol use problems.
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Students higher in extraversion consumed more alcohol across university and
increased alcohol use problems at the end of university. While extraversion is viewed as a
universally positive trait, there are downsides when entering the alcohol-positive culture
of university. Students that are higher in extraversion may have difficulty refusing the
abundant opportunities to consume alcohol in a hazardous manner, leading to eventual
alcohol use problems. Since many university students overestimate the normality and
severity of alcohol use on campus, they may feel that it is expected of them to use alcohol
in these social situations. Students entering university should be informed of the actual
amount of drinking that occurs on campus; that alcohol use is not as common and not as
heavy as they may believe it is. Students should also be guided towards avoiding drinking
in response to stress caused by the anticipation of tests and assignments, and preventative
programs at universities should focus on students that are more social than their peers.
If students higher in neuroticism are more likely to drink to cope with depression
and anxiety, it is likely that this drinking to cope behaviour is occurring after the stressor
has occurred, rather than in anticipation. The stressors chosen for this study may have not
been severe enough to warrant coping mechanisms using alcohol in students higher in
neuroticism. Future research should investigate how students higher in neuroticism
respond to stressors, and their subjective rating of the severity of those stressors, and
whether they are more likely to drink alcohol to cope with the negative affect caused by
those stressors. Future research should also investigate the role of the facets of
neuroticism, such as impulsivity, and determine if those facets are more predictive of
drinking in anticipation of stressors. If students higher in neuroticism have increased
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alcohol use problems from drinking after stressors, then resources should be made
available at universities to teach healthy coping strategies for new students.
This study identifies a mechanism that is not the explanatory factor for the
internalizing developmental pathway towards alcohol dependence. While neuroticism
may by implied in a developmental trajectory of alcohol use that is based on coping with
internalizing symptoms in emerging adulthood, this coping does not occur in anticipation
of set stressors in university. Alcohol use in students higher in neuroticism may be
reactionary to these stressors, as opposed to in anticipation of them. Another possibility is
that personal stressors may trigger a more intense coping reaction in students higher in
neuroticism, rather than tests and assignments that occur in university. Neuroticism itself
as a trait may not contain enough internalizing symptoms to be predictive of features of
the internalizing developmental pathway towards alcohol dependence. This
developmental pathway may have several factors within itself, where neuroticism is too
global of a measure that obscures the individual relationships to hazardous alcohol use.
This study supports the later stages of the externalizing developmental pathway
towards alcohol dependence. In emerging adulthood, the personality trait of extraversion
is strongly linked to heavy and delinquent alcohol use, leading to eventual alcohol use
problems. Students lower in extraversion had increased alcohol use problems predicted
by drinking in anticipation of a test or assignment, which may be a factor in the
internalizing developmental pathway. Personality traits can predict differences in alcohol
use patterns that lead of a higher risk of alcohol use dependence, and alcohol use
problems are not exclusively caused by globally higher alcohol use.
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Appendix A: International Personality Item Pool Lexical Markers (Goldberg, 1992).
The following phrases describe people’s characteristics. Please indicate how
accurately each statement describes you as you generally are now, not as you wish to be
in the future. Describe yourself in relation to other people you know who are the same
age and sex as you.
Neither
Very
Moderately inaccurate Moderately
Very
Inaccurate Inaccurate or accurate
accurate
Accurate
Extraversion
Am the life of the
1
2
3
4
5
party.
Don’t talk a lot.
1
2
3
4
5
Keep in the
1
2
3
4
5
background.
Don’t like to draw
1
2
3
4
5
attention to myself.
Don’t mind being
the center of
1
2
3
4
5
attention.
Have little to say.
1
2
3
4
5
Talk to a lot of
different people at
1
2
3
4
5
parties.
Start conversations.
1
2
3
4
5
Feel comfortable
1
2
3
4
5
around people.
Am quiet around
1
2
3
4
5
strangers.
Neuroticism
Get stressed out
easily.
Have frequent mood
swings.
Get irritated easily.
Often feel blue.
Get upset easily.
Am easily disturbed.
Change my mood a
lot.
Worry about things.
Am relaxed most of
the time.
Seldom feel blue.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix B: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (Babor, Higgins-Biddle,
Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001).
Questions that do not have numerical answers have their scoring values in
parentheses.
Select the option that best describes your answer to each question.
1. How often do you have a drink containing alcohol?
Never (0)

Monthly or

2-4 times a

2-3 times a

4 or more

less (1)

month (2)

week (3)

times a week
(4)

2. How many drinks containing alcohol do you have on a typical day when you are
drinking?
None
1 or 2
3 or 4
5 or 6
7 to 9
10 or more
(Skip
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
questions 3-8)

3. How often do
you have six or
more drinks on one
occasion?
4. How often during
the last year have
you found that you
were not able to
stop drinking once
you had started?
5. How often during
the last year have
you failed to do
what was normally
expected of you
because you were
drinking?
6. How often during
the last year have

Never

Less than
Monthly

Monthly

Weekly

0

1

2

3

Daily or
almost
daily
4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4
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you needed a first
drink in the
morning to get
yourself going after
a heavy drinking
session?
7. How often during
the last year have
you had a feeling of
guilt or remorse
after drinking?
8. How often during
the last year have
you been unable to
remember what
happened the night
before because of
drinking?

114

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

9. Have you or someone else been injured because of your drinking?
Never (0)

Yes, but not in the last
Yes, during the last year
year
(4)
(2)
10. Has a relative, friend, or doctor, or other health care worker been concerned about
your drinking or suggested you cut down?
No (0)

Yes, but not in the last
year (2)

Yes, during the last year
(4)

